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ABSTRACT 
In this dissertation we study the Lp solutions of second order linear differential equations. 
The question as to· when the equation 
-(qo(x)y'(x))' + q1(x)y(x) = f(x), a� z < oo, 
admits Lp solutions y(x) for arbitrary f(x) in Lp is investigated. We show the condition 
Re( q1 ( x)) � 1 or the conditions Re( q1 ( x)) � 0 an� Im( q1 ( x)) � 1 are sufficient for a Lp 
solution y(x) to exist. 
Functions that bound a solution of the homogeneous equation 
-(qo(x)y'(x))' + q1(x)y(x) = 0, a� x < oo, 
either above or. below, are given for non-oscillatory equations. 
An extensive discussion regarding the linear dimension of the set of Lp solutions of -( qo'!/)' + 
q1y = 0 is given. The equation 
-(zPy'(x))' + (-mz"Y)y(x) = 0, 1 � x < oo, 
is used as an example to illustrate the results. 
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Introduction 
Let qo(x) and q1(x) be real valued on [a, oo), -oo < a < oo, with q0(x) positive. Suppose 
1/qo(x) and q1(x)'are locally L�besgue integrable in [a, oo). Consider the differential equation 
-(qo(x)y'(x))' + q1(x)y(x) = �y(x) + f(x), a� z < oo, (0.1) 
with � a complex constant and /(x) complex valued and measurable. If /(x) is Lebesgue 
. integrable on compact intervals [a, b), then for each set of initial conditions 
y(a) and qo(a)y'(a) 
equation (0.1) has a unique solution y(z). This solution y(z) is defined by successive approxi­
mations with y(x) and qo(x)y'(x) understood to be absolutely continuous on compact intervals 
[a, b]. The equation is satisfied by y(x) almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure on 
[a, oo). 
When /( x) is £2 [a, oo) instead it is of interest to know when equation ( 0 .1) has solutions y( x) 
such that y(x) is L2[a, oo), also. In order to answer this question the homogeneous equation 
-(qo(x)y'(x))' + (q1(x) - �)y(x) = 0, a� z < 00 1 
is studied. The differential operator 
Ly(x) = -(qo(x)y'(x))' + (q1(x)- �)y(x) 
is defined, with D, the domain of L, taken to be the set 
D = {y(x) : y(x) E L2 [a, oo), y(x) and qo(x)y'(z) are 
absolutely continuous on intervals [a, b], and 
Ly(x) E L2[a, oo)}. 
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(0.2) 
(0.3) 
(0.4) 
The operator 
Loy(x) (0.5) 
is defined as Ly( x) restricted to the sub domain 
Do= {y(x) : y(x) ED and y(a) = qo(a)y'(a) = O}. (0.6) 
Note that Dis the direct sum of Do and a two dimensional space. Let N(L) be the null space 
of Ly(x) and R(Lo) be the range of Loy(x). 
When N(L) has dimension 2, R(Lo) cannot be extended by adjoining elements of D(L) to 
D(L0), since D(L) is the direct sum of D(Lo) and N(L). So, if /(x) is L2[a, oo), we need only 
to check if 
Loy(x) = /(x) (0.7) 
has a solution y(x) to decide if equation (0.1) has a solution for given initial values. We show 
in Chapter I that, if Y1(x) and y2(x) are independent solutions of equation (0.2) satisfying 
then the solution of the initial value problem 
with 
is given by 
-(qo(x)y'(x))' + (q1(z) - .,\)y(x) = /(x), a� x < oo, 
y(a) = qo(a)y'(a) = 0 
y(:z:) = [<y,(:z:)112(t)- y,(t)y2(:z:))/(t)dt. (0.8) 
Using Schwartz's inequality we can bound the integrals J: IY2(t)f(t)ldt and J: IY1(t)f(t)ldt by 
U: IY2(t)l2dt) ½ U: lf(t)l2dt) ½ and (J; IY1 (t)j2dt) ½. U: lf(t)l2dt) ½. When both Y1 (x) and Y2(z) 
are L2 [a, oo), we get, using the triangle inequality for £2, that y(x) is L2[a, oo). 
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When equation (0.2) has solutions that are not L2 [a, oo) we can still answer this question 
under certain conditions. The following Theorem holds [O]. 
Theorem. If R(Lo) is closed and N(L) has dimension 1, then 
R(Lo) = N(L)J. . 
{(-)J. is the set of those elements of L 2 [a, oo) that are orthogonal.to(·).) 
N(L) has finite dimension and hence is closed in L2 [a, oo). So under the conditions of the 
above theorem, 
R(Lo)J. = N(L)J.J. = N(L), 
and, 
L 2 [a, oo) = R(Lo) + N(L). 
(Here + means a direct sum.) When R(Lo) is closed and N(L) has dimension 1, then R(Lo) 
can be extended by adjoining an element of D( L) to D( Lo). 
Theorem. Suppose that R(Lo) is closed and N(L) has dimension 1 with Y1 (z) a non-zero 
element of N(L). If f(x) is L2[a,oo), then equation {0.1} has a unique L2[a,oo) solution y(x) 
satisfying the boundary condition Y1(a)y(a) + (qo(a)Vt(a))(qo(a)y'(a)) = 0. 
To see that the Theorem above holds observe the following. Suppose that Y2(z) is an element 
of D(L) with initial values Y2(a) = -qo(a)7/i(a) and qo(a)1/2(a) = Y1(a). Then Y2(z) <t N(L), 
since y1 (x) and y2(x) are linearly independent. Since L2 (a, oo) = R(Lo) + N(L), we have 
Ly2(x) = h1 (z) + h2(z), with h1 (z) E R(Lo) and h2(z) E N(L). An element of D with 
the same initial values as y2(x) cannot be an element of N(L). So L(y 2(x) - L0
1 h1 (z)) = 
Ly 2(x) - h1 (x) , 0 and we know h2(z) , 0. So any /(x) E L2[a, oo) can be expressed as 
/(x) = /o(z)+oh2(z), for some /o(z) E R(Lo) and complex scalar o. Let y(x) = Yo(x)+ay 2(x) 
with Yo(�) E D(Lo) such that Loyo(z) = /o(x) - oh1(z). Then Ly(x) = Lyo(x) + 0L112(x) = 
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(/o(x) - oh1(x)) + (oh1(x) + oh2(x)) = /o(x) + oh2(x) = /(x). Now, y(x) is a solution of 
Ly(i:) = f(x) with initial values y(a) = o(-qo(a)1/i(a)) and qo(a)y'(a) = o(y1(a)). If we have 
two solutions of (0.1) satisfying the boundary condition, then their difference is a solution of 
(0.2) and is thus a multiple f3y1 of Y1 since N(L) has dimension 1. Substitution of f3Y1 into the 
boundary condition shows f3 = 0. 
In this paper we suppose more generally that /(x) is Lp[a, oo), for p, 1 � p � oo. The question 
as to when equation (0.1) has solutions that are Lp[a, oo), also, is considered. To study this 
question we define, as before except with L2[a,oo) being replaced by L,[a,oo), the differential 
operator 
Ly(x) = -(qo(x)y'(x))' + (q1(x) - ,\)y(x) 
with D, the domain of L, taken to be the set 
D = {y(x) : y(x) E Lp[a, oo), y(x) and qo(x)y'(x) are 
absolutely continuous on intervals [a, b], and 
Ly(x) E Lp[a, oo)}. (0.9) 
The operator 
Loy(x) 
is defined as Ly( x) restricted to the subdomain 
Do= {y(x): y(x) ED and y(a) = qo(a)y'(a) = O}. 
When the dimension of N(L) is 2 and /(x) is Lp/(p-i)[a, oo), 1 < p < oo, we can show the 
solution y(x) of (0.1) defined by (0.8) is L,[a, oo), also. This is the content of Theorem 10 of 
Chapter I. 
When equation (0.2) has solutions that are l)Ot Lp[a, oo), 1 < p < oo, we can still answer the 
question as to when equation (0. 1) has Lp [a,oo) solutions y(x), for /(x) E L,[a,oo), under cer­
tain conditions. If�e assume conditions on q0(x) and q1(x) such that (Loy(x),y(x)ly(x)IP-2) = 
4 
J;(Loy(x))y(x)jy(x)IP-:-2dx � k J; ly(x)IPdx, for y(x) E Do, with k a positive real number, 
then R(Lo) is closed. When N(L) has dimension 1 we may suspect, as when p = 2, that the 
elements.of the form h1(x)+h2(x), with h1(z) E R(Lo) and h2(z) E N(L), span Lp [a, oo). If the 
elements h1 (x)+h2(x) span Lp [a, oo), we will have, like in the L2 case, that equation (0.1) has an 
Lp [a, oo) solution y(x) satisfying the boundary condition Y1(a)y(a) + (qo(a)1/i(a))(qo(a)y'(a)) = 
0, for Y1(x) E N(L). We show two cases, Theorems 11 and 12, by direct calculation. 
Many results concerning the L2 solutions of equation (0.2) are published. Again we can 
consider what the analogous Theorems about Lp solutions should be. Throughout Chapters I, 
II, and III we give a number of Theorems about the dimension of N(L). 
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Chapter 1 
Existence of Lp Solutions 
1. Let qo(x) be real valued, positive, and continuously differentiable on [a, oo), a � 0. Let 
q1(x) be complex valued and locally Lebesgue integrable in [a, oo). Then the differential equation 
-(qo(x)y'(x))' + q1(x)y(x) = 0 
will be said to have a Lp [a, oo) solution, 1 � p < oo, if it has a solution y(x) such that 
limt-oo J; ly(x)IPdx < oo. If the differential equation has a solution y(x) such that 
(1.1) 
supa$%<oo ly(x )I < oo, then it will be said to have a £00 [a, oo) solution. The equation will be 
said to be limit-point Lp if it has a solution that is not Lp [a, oo ). If all solutions are Lp [a, oo) it . 
will be said to be limit-circle Lp. 
Conditions on qo(x) and q1(x) can be given to insure that Lp solutions exi"st. In the next 
section we provide four theorems that guarantee equation ( 1.1) has a Lp solution. 
2. Consider equation (1.1) defined on the interval [O, oo). In the case that (·) is complex 
valued, Re(·) will denote the real part of (·). Likewise Im(·) will denote the imaginary part. 
Theorem 1. Let Re(q1 (x)) � 1 on [0, oo). Then equation {1.1} has a non-trivial solution 
that is Lp [O, oo), for 1 :s; p � oo. 
Proof. First consider when 1 < p < oo. Suppose y(x) is a solution of (I.I). Then 
0 = J.' (-(qo(z)y'(z))' + q1(z)y(z))ii(z)iy(z)l'-2dz 
= J.' -(qo(z)y'(z))'!i(z)jy(z)l'-2dz + J.' q1(z)jy(z)l'dz. 
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Integrate the first integral above by parts and use 
This gives 
�(ly(x)IP-2) = �((yy)f-1) dx dx 
= (� - l)(yy)!-2(yy' + y'y) 2 
= (� - l)IYl"-4(yy' + y'y).  
l -(qoi/)'iil11IP-2dx = Ii- qoi/iil11IP-2 + J.' qoli/l2 lul"-2d:r 
+ 1' (� - 1) qo (li/l2l11IP-2 + (i/)2(ii)2 111IP-4) dz. 
When 1 < p < 2 the integral J; qo ly'l2lylP-2dx is still bounded if y(x) has a zero zo, 0 < zo < t. 
lim y(x)/(x - zo) = lim (y(x) - y(zo))/(x - zo) = y'(zo) 
z-zo z-zo 
so that 
In which case for � > 0 sufficiently small 
with 
one obtains 
0 = I� - qoi/iilulp-l + � J.' qoli/l2 111IP-2dx 
+ (� .:._ 1) J.' qo(i/)2(ii)2 1111P-4dx + J.' qd11IPdz. (2.1) 
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Now, let Y1(x) and Y2(x) be solutions of {1.1) such that Y1(0) = 1, Vt(O) = 0 and Y2(0) = 
0, !/2(0) 
= 
1. If we differentiate Y1(x)(qo(x)!/2(x)) - (qo(x)Vt(x))y2(x) we obtain 
d
d
x 
[Y1(qo!/2)- (qoV})Y2] = y'(qo!/2) + Y1(qo!/2)' - (qoV})'y2 - (qo�)!/2 
= qo1JiY2 + Y1q1Y2 -- q1Y1Y2 - qo1JiY2 = 0. 
Thus qo(Y1Y; - VtY2) is constant. In particular 
so that Yl and Y2 cannot both be zero. For each n, n = 1, 2, ... take Yn(x) = Cn Y1(x) + dnY2(x) 
where en , dn are complex valued constants satisfying lcnl2 + ld nl2 = 1 and Yn(n) = Cn Y1(n) + 
dnY2(n) = 0. Substituting Yn(x) into (2.1) with t = n and using 
we get 
If 1<p<2 
In ' - I ,,-2 {O)d - I ,,-2 o - qoYnYn Yn = qo nCn Cn 
O = qo(O)d.c.lcnl'-2 + � J." 9olY�l2 111nl'-2d:r 
+ (� -1) J." qo(r/..)2(ii.)2 1Ynl•-4d:r + J." 9tlYnl'd:r. 
In which case the inequality 
follows. This yields 
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(2.3) 
(2.4) 
If 2 � p < oo, 
In which case 
(2.5) 
We have now for 1 < p < oo that 
L" b1n IPd:r :$ 9o(O). (2.6) 
Now, select a subsequence (cn..,,dn..,), k = 1,2, . . .  of (cn,d n) such that (cn..,, d n..,) co�verges 
to some (c, d) , lcl2 + ld l2 = 1. Set y(z) = cy1(z) + dy2(z). Fix t > 0 and consider ni greater 
than t. After applying Minkowski's inequality to 
we have 
Applying Minkowski 's inequality to 
we have 
. 
� 
Letting k--+ oo we get (J� jy - Yn.., IPdz)" --+ 0. From (2.6) we have J; IYn.1r jPdz � qo(O). Hence, 
it follows 
l b1IPdz :$ qo(O). (2.7) 
To establish the theorem for p = 1 let p--+ 1 in (2.7) to obtain 
l b/ldz :$ qo(O). 
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For p = oo use 
( ' ) ¼ Supremumo<z<tlY(x)I = lim 1 IYIPdz $ lim (qo(O))¼ = 1. - - p-oo O p-oo 
From which IIYlloo $ 1 follows. 
Theorem 2. Let Re(q1(x)) � 0 and /m(q1(z)) � 1. Then equation {1.1) has a non-trivial 
solution that is Lp [O, oo), for 1 < p $ oo. 
Proof. Proceed in exactly the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 1 until the equality 
(2.3), 
is obtained. If 1 < p < 2 the inequality 
(2.8) 
is o�tained instead of (2.4). In the case 2 $ p < oo we get 
(2.9) 
instead of (2.5). When 1 < p < 2, 
In this case 
From which we get 
(2.10) 
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In the case 2 � p < oo we have 
(2. 1 1 ) 
For 1 < p < 2 we combine (2 .8) and (2.10) to obtain 
that is 
{ l11n l'dz !, (p/(2(p - l ))) qo(O) . (2 . 12) 
For 2 � p < oo we combine (2.9) and (2 . 1 1) to obtain 
that is 
[ l11n l'dz !, �qo(O) . (2. 13) 
Now, choose y(x) = cy1 (x) + dy2(x) in the same way that y(x) was chosen in the proof of · 
Theorem 1 .  It follows that 
J.' IYl'dz $ (p/(2(p - 1))) qo(O) , 
for 1 < p < 2 ,  and 
for 2 � p < oo. The case p = oo is obtained by considering 
as before. 
( t ) ¼ � supremumo<�<t lY(x) I  = lim J. I Yl"dx $ lim (f2 qo(O)) • = 1 - - p-oo O p-oo 
When qo is twice continuously differentiable after the change of variable y = uF the equation 
-(qoy')' + q1y = 0 becomes 
-(qoF)u" - (q�F + 2qoF')u' + (q1 F  - q�F' - qoF")u = 0 . 
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Choosing F(x) 
= 
(qo(x))- ½ the equation assumes the form 
-u"(x) + g(x)u(x) = 0 (2. 14) 
with 
Throughout the next section g(x) will be used as notation for this expression. If w(x) is a 
positive valued and continuous weight function, then 
For 1 ::; p < oo, when 
we will say that y(x) is Lp [w; a, oo). ·For p = oo, L00 [w; 0, oo) will mean the same as L00 [0, oo). 
Under the assumption that q0 is twice continuously differentiable we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. a) For p, 1 < p < oo, i/ Re(w-1(x)g(x)(q0(x))!)  � 6, where 6 is a positive 
constant, then (1. 1} has a non-trivial solution y(x) = u(x)(q0(x))-½ that is Lp[w; 0, oo). 
Theorem 3. b) If Re(g(x)) � 0 and lm(w-1(x)g(x)(q0(x)) f) � 6, then (1.1} has a non-trival 
solution y(x) = u(x)(qo(x))- ½ that is Lp[w; 0, oo). 
Proof of a). Suppose u(x) is a solution of (2 . 14) . Multiply the equation by ululP-2 to get 
Integrate following the procedure used to determine (2. 1) to obtain 
0 = I� - u'ululP-2 + � /' lu'l2 l u lP-2dx 
2 Jo 
+ <i - 1) l (u')2(ii.)2 1u'f'-4d a, + l ( w-1g(q0)f)w(q0)- f lu lPd a, . (2 . 15) 
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Again, as in the proof of Theorem 1, let y1 and y2 be solutions of -(q0y')' + q1y = 0 satisfying 
Y1(0) = 1, 1/2 (0) = 0 and Y2(0) = 0, 7/2(0) = 1 .  Set Yn(z) = en Y1(z) + dnY2(z) with 
so that Yn(n) = 0 and lenl2 + ld nl2 = 1 .  Put Un(z) = (qo(z))½yn(z) with t = n into (2. 15) to 
get 
0 = ( �-( qo(O))- ½ q�(O)cn + (qo(O))½ dn)(qo(O))½cn f(qo(O))½ en f P-2 
+ � [ lu�l2lun i•- 2dz + (� - 1) [ (u�)2(iin )2lun l"-4dz 
+ 1
n 
(w- 1g(qo)f)w(qo)- f lunl'dz. (2 .16) 
Using the assumption Re(w-1g(q0)!) � 6 and considering real parts in (2.16) we have, if 
1 < p < 2, 
0 � -Ko + (p - 1) 1
n 
lu�l2lun i•-
2dz + 6 Io
n 
w(qo)- f junl'dz (2.17) 
with Ko = ½ lq6(0)l(qo(O))i-1 + (q0(0))f , and if 2 $ p < oo·, 
(2.18) 
Thus we have 
(2 .19) 
Now, as before, select a subsequence (en • ,  dn. ) ,  k = 1, 2, .. . of (en , d n) such that (en• ,  d n,.,) 
converges to some (e, d)  with lcl2+1dl2 = 1 .  Set y(z) = cy1(z)+d y2(z) and u(z) = (qo(z)) ½y(z). 
Fix t > 0 and consider n1: > t. After applying Minkowski 's inequality to 
we have 
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Applying Minkowski's inequality to 
we have 
Letting k -+ oo we get <J: w(qo)- f lu - Un• l'dz)¼ -+ 0. Using (2.19) we h·a.ve 
Thus 
(2.20) 
If a po exists such that for all p, 1 < P. 5 p0 , the hypothesis of a) holds, then the case p = 1 
follows. If a p0 exists such that for all p, p > p0 , the hypothesis of a) holds, then the case p = oo 
follows. 
Proof of b). Proceed as in the proof of a) until (2.16) is obtained. Using the assumption 
Re(g) � 0 and considering real parts in (2. 16), if 1 < p < 2, we get 
(2.21) 
and if 2 5 p < oo we get 
(2.22) 
When 1 < p < 2 by considering imaginary parts in (2.16) , 
and when 2 5 p < oo, 
14 
We combine (2 .21)  and (2 .23) to obtain 
J.
n 
w(qo)- ½ lun l'd:r $ (p/(2(p - l))W1 Ko . 
We combine (2 .22) and (2 .24) to obtain 
l
n 
w(qo)- f lun l'd:r $ (�)r' Ko . 
It follows for y(x) = u(x)(q0(x))- f chosen in the same way as in - the proof of a) that , for 
1 < p < 2 , 
and, for 2 � p < oo, 
J.' wlyd'dx $ (p/2)r ' Ko . 
If a p0 exists such that for all p, p > p0 , the hypothesis of b) holds, then the case p = oo follows. 
The interval [O , oo) in the statement · and proofs of Theorems 1 ,2 and 3 can be replaced by 
any other interval [a , oo),  a > -oo. For the following example we will assume equation ( 1 . 1) 
-(qoy')' + q1y = 0 is defined on [1 , oo ) . Theorem 3 gives us less restrictive bounds on q1 than 
Theorem 1 or 2 does for choices of q0 such as q0(x) = o:xf3 , q0(x) = o:ef3z , etc. 
Example 1) q0(x) = o:x13 , o: > 0,  f3 # 0.  Then g(x) = q1 0:- 1 x-13 + ½/3( ½/3 - l )z-2 and 
g(x)(q0 (x)) f = q10:<f - 1>x< f- l)/3 + o:i ½f3( ½/3 - l)x if3-2 • Theorem 3 a) gives us a Lp [l , oo) 
solution exists if Re(q1 ) � fo( l- i)z(l - f )/3 - o: ½/3( ½.8 - l)xf3� 2 , 6 > 0. Theorem 3 b) gives 
us a Lp [l , oo) solution exists if Re(q1 ) � -cr ½.8( ½.8 - l)xf3-
2 and Im(q1 ) � fo(1- Uz( l- i)f3 -
o:½.8( ½/3 - l )zl3- 2 • 
Example 2 )  q0(z) = o:ef3z ,  a > 0, f3 :/; 0. Then g(z) = q1a- 1e-f3z + ¼.82 and g(z)(qo(x)) i = 
q1o:< i- 1 >e< i- t)f3z + ¼o:i ,82e if3z . Theorem 3 a) gives us a Lp [O , oo) solution exi�ts if Re(q1 ) � 
fo( 1- i >e<1- i )f3z - ¼cr,82ef3z ,  6 > O. Theorem 3 b) gives us a Lp [O , oo) solution exists if Re(q1 ) � 
· - ¼cr,82ef3z and Im(q1 ) � fo(l - J )e( l- J)f3z - ¼cr,82ef3z . 
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Consider the equation 
defined on [l , oo), with q1 real valued . Multiplying by y and integrating we have 
Integrating by parts 
l ,i'dz = J\,i'z - [ 2zyy'dz 
and applying Schwarz 's inequality 
l y2 dz $ J\y2 z + 2 ([ z2(y')2dz) ½ ([ y2dz) ½ 
After a little more calculation we get 
l z2 (Y )2dz - � l y'dz e'. il - ½y2 z + ( ([ z2 (y')2dz) ½ - ½ ([ y2dz) ½ ) 
2 
and thus 
I t ( 2 .1) I t 1 2 1'< 1 2 1 z y y � 1 - 2y z + 1 q1 + 4 )y dx .  
If y(t) = 0,  then 
Choose a sequence of solutions Yn (x) , n = 1 ,  2, . . .  , such that (Yn ( 1))2 + (!/n (1))2 = 1 and 
Yn (n) = 0. As before extract a convergent subsequence to show that a non-trivial solution y(x) 
exists, such that 
It follows if q1 � -¼ + 6, 6 > 0, then a L2 [1 , oo) solution exists. In this case, this is a sharper 
hound than given by Theorem 3. It suggests the following result 
Consider equation ( 1 . 1 ) -(q0y')' + q1 y = 0 defined on [1 , oo) ,  with q1 real valued.  Let w(x) 
he a positive and continuously differentiable weight function. 
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Theorem 4. _If q1 (x) � -a<;- 1> (½(w(x)q0(x))- ½ (w(x)q0(x))') + /Jw(x) , 1 < p < oo, with 
. o > 0 , f3 > 0 satisfying -(p - 1) �
2 + f3 > 0, then {1 . 1} has a non-trivial Lp [w; 1 ,  oo) solution. 
Proof Let y(x) be a real solution of ( 1 . 1 ) . After integrating 
we have 
(2 .25) 
Integrating by parts 
After applying Schwarz 's inequality to the last integral 
Using the condition on q1 (x) in (2.25) we have 
Hence 
17 
The proof can be completed by choosing Yn,. = cn,. Y1 + dn,. Y2 and y = cy1 + dy2 as before. 
Example 3) Return to the case -(z2y')' + q1y = 0, 1 � z < oo. In Theorem 4 take o = 
: ,  /3 = (p - 1) �2 + 6, cS > 0, to obtain the bound q1 � -<:;1> + cS. The equation -(z 1 -0-6y' )' ­
abz-0-6- 1y = 0, 1 � z < oo, has solutions y = x0 and y = z• , if a < b, or y = x0 and 
y = x0 + x0 ln x , if a =  b. For 1 < p < 2, the choice a =  -,1 , b = 07> gives us the equation 
-(z2y')' + -<:;1>y = 0. Neither solution y = x -,,i or y = x 0;•> is L, [1 , oo ) . This shows the 
constant bound q1 � -<:;1> + 6 is sharp. 
3. For the equation -(q0y')' + q1 y = 0, 0 � x < oo, and p = 2, (2 .8) is 
Under the assumption Im(qi ) � 1 ,  we get 
and hence a L2 solution, without any restriction on Re(qi ) . Furthermore if we suppose there 
exists positive constants k1 , k2 such that 
then we have the following. Recall Yn (n) = 0. 
Thus 
[ ly'n l
2dx = [ (qo)- 1 (qoy�)i4,dx 
= l�il..iin - f.
n 
(qo)- 1 (qoi/.. YYn d"' - [ -(qor•q�(qoi/.. )iindx 
= my'nYn - f.
n 
(qo)-
1q1 l11n l2dx + f.
n 
(qo > - 'q�i/..Yn dx 
:5 Re(i/.. (O)Yn ( 0)) + A:1 [ IYn 12 dz + A:2 [ ly'n I IYn ldx 
:5 1 + A:1 f 1Yn l2dx + A:2 (f b/.. l2dz) ½ (f 1Yn l2dx) ½ · 
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It follows fo
n h/n l2dx < oo. In fact 
Hence 
1Yn (t) 12 - 1Yn(O) l 2 = J.' ( 
d
� l11n(x) l2) dx = J.' (Ynfln + 1/..Yn )dx 
:5 2 ([ 1Yn l2dx) ½ (f 11/.. l 2dx) ½ < 00 .  
We have the following. 
Theorem 5. Under the assumptions Im(q1 ) � 1 and there exists positive constants k1 , k2 such 
that -Re(q i /qo) $ k1 , l (q0)- 1 q� I $ k2 , equation (1 . 1} has a bounded L2 [0 , oo) solution. 
More generally for 1 $ Po <  oo suppose that y(x) is bounded on [a, oo), say sup0Sz<oo ly(x) I  $ 
B, and Jt w lylP0dx < oo, which we will call y(x) bounded L,,0 [w ; a, oo). Since ly(x)I/B � 
1, ly(x)IP / BP $ ly(x) l"0 / BP0 , for p > PO · In which case f� wlylPdx $ B(p-po ) J� wlylP0 dx. 
Bounded Lp0 [w; a, oo) implies Lp [w; a, oo) for all p > po , 
Applying the same reasoning as in Theorem 5 to equation (2.14) -u" + gu = 0 we have the 
following. 
Theorem 6. a) If Im(w- 1 gq0) � 6, where b is a positive constant, th en equation (1. 1} has a 
non-trivial solution y 
= 
u(q0) - ½ that is L2 [w; O , oo) . 
Theorem 6. b) If in addition we assume that there exists positive constants k1 , k2 , and k3 
has a non-trivial solution y 
= 
u(qo)- ½ that is bounded L2 [w; O, oo) . 
proof of a). When p 
= 
2, (2.23) and (2.24) are 
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The argument is completed by choosing y = u(q0)-
½ 
as in the proof of Theorem 3 .  
proof of b). When p = 2 ,  (2. 16) 
0 = ( 1(qo(O))- ½ q� (O)cn + · (qo(O)) ½ dn)(qo(O)) ½cn 
+ ln lu� l2d:r + ln (w- 1gqo)wq'f; 1 1un l2d:r . 
By considering real parts we have 
and using a) ,  
Now, for O 5 t 5 n ,  
1 Yn(t) l2 - 1Yn (O) l 2 = l ((qo)- 1 uniin) ' d:r 
1, 1' 
. 
= 
0 
-(qo)-2q� lun l2dx + 
0 
(qo)- 1 (un� + u�un )dx 
= l (-(qo)- 1 q�w- 1 ) w(qo)- 1 lun l 2d:r + l w- ½ (qo)- ½ w ½ (qo)- ½ (unu!, + u�iin )d:r 
$ lc2 l w(qoJ- 1 lun l2d:r + 2lc3 l w ½ (qoJ- ½ lun l l u� ld:r 
$ lc2 l' w(qo)- 1 1un l2d:r + 2lc3 (ln w(qo)- 1 lun l2d:r) ½ (ln lu� l2d:r) ½ . 
The proof is completed by noting that 
ly(x) I 5 ly(x) - Yn,. (x) I + IYn,. (x) I 5 le - Cn1r l lY1 (z) I + Id - dn,. I IY2(z) I + IYn,.(x) I , 
where (c - Cn,. ) -+  0, (d - dn,. ) -+  0, and IYn,. (x) l 5 B. 
bound B independent of n .  Under the additional assumption that there exists positive constants 
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u( qo )- ½ determined in the proof of Theorem 3 is bounded . To see this observe, for O :5 t :5 n ,  
IYn(t) I' - IYn(O)I' = l {(qo)- ½(unUn)½) ' dx 
= J.'- �(qo)- f- lq�lunl'dx + J.' (qo)- ½  �(unUn)f- 1 (unu',. + u� Un)dx 
$ ; J.' (-(qo)- 1q�w- ') w(qo)- ½lunl'dx 
+ P J.' w- ½(qo)- f ( w½ (qo)- f lunlf) (lu�llunlf - t) dz 
$ �k2 J.' w(qo)- flunl'dz + pka (J.' w(qoJ-f lunl•dx) ½ (J.' lu�l2 lunl"- 2dx) ½ 
:5 (�k2 + pka) B. 
We have the following. 
Corollary 3. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 9 a) or b ). Suppose in addition there exists 
positive constants k2 and ka such that -(q0 )- 1 q�w- 1 :5 k2 and w- ½ (q0)- f :5 k3 • Then (1. 1} 
has a bounded Lp [w ; 0 ,  oo) solution. 
Example 4) Let qo(z) be real valued, positive, and continuously differentiable on (0, l]. Let 
q1(z) be complex valued and locally Lebesgue integrable in (0, l]. Let w(z) be a positive, real 
valued, and continuous weight function on (0, l]. Then the differential equation 
-(qo(z)y'(z))' + q1(z)y(z) = 0 (3.1) 
will be said to have a Lp(w ; (0, 1]) solution, 1 � p < oo, if it has a solution y(z) such that 
lim 1 1 w(z) ly(z) IPdz < oo. 
,-o+ , 
If we make the change of variable y(z) = z(t) with z = t- 1, this follows: 
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and 
( ()· denotes differentiation with respect to t). Substituting into (3.1) written as -qoy'' - q�y' + 
q1y = 0 we have 
After dividing by t2 we can write the. equation as 
The integral 
-("Yo(t)z·(t))' + "Yi (t)z(t) = 0, 1 � t < oo. (3.2) 
Set O(t) = t- 2w(t- 1 ) so that we seek conditions that give us a L, [n ; 1, oo) solution of equation 
{3.2). Let O(t) = tf , "Yo(t) = o:t/J , o: > 0. Then g(t) = 'YI (t)o- 1t-/J + ½P( ½P - l)t-2 and 
n- 1 (t)g(t)("Y0 (t))f = "Yi (t)o< i- 1 >t< J- l ),8-f + o i ½.B(½P - l)dfJ-2-f . Theorem 3 a) gives us 
a L, [n ; l , oo) solution exists if Re("Y1 ) � fo(l- f)t< 1- f)fJH - o:½P(½P - l)t/J-2 . In the case 
f3 < 0, for some -y1 (t) the bound on Re(-yi ) may hold for a fixed p, but not hold as p  -+ oo. 
Consider when P < 0 and </, �  - iP > 0. Note that -("Y0)- 1"Ybn- 1 = -(ot/J)- 1(opt/J-l  )t-f = 
-,Bt-•- 1 � -,8 and n- ½("Yo)- i = o- it- H- V = o- it- ½<HJ/J) � o:- i ,  for 1 � t < oo. Now, 
use Corollary 3 to conclude that (3.2) has a bounded L, (n; 1, oo) solution z(t). Converting 
back to the original variable z = t- 1 we have q0(z) = z2")'o(x- 1) = oz2-/J, "Yi (t) = z2q1(z), and 
o½P(½P - l)z-/J+2 . Summarizing the preceeding we have this. Let w(z) = x-2-f, q0(.x) = 
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oz2-13 ,  o > 0 and either fJ 2: 0 or </> 2: -i/J. > 0. Then (3. 1) has a bounded L,(w; (0, 1]) solution 
y(x) if 
· Re(qi )  2: fo(1- i >x<f- l)�-c1>-2 - o�/J(�/J - l)z-�, 0 < x $ 1. 
Similarly we can apply Theorem 3 b). This compares to 
obtained by applying Theorem 1 instead of Theorem 3. 
Let w( x) be a positive and continuous weight function as before. In Theorem 1 replace the 
condition Re(q1 ) 2: 1 by Re(w- 1 q1 ) 2: 1. Then (2.3) can be written as 
0 = qo( 0 )dn Cn lcn lp-2 + i J." qo IYn l2 1Yn l'-2 d:r+( i - 1) /." 9o(!/.. )2 (iin)2 IYn 1,-• dz+ J." ( w- • q , )wlYn I' dz ·  
In which case 
J." wlYn lPdz $ qo(O) 
follows instead of (2.6). In Theorem 2 replace Im(qi ) 2: 1 by Im(w- 1q1 ) 2: 1 to obtain 
and 
J." wlYn l'dz $ iqo(O) 
instead of {2.12) and (2. 13) . Hence Theorems 1 and 2 can be restated as follows. 
Theorem 1* . Let Re(w-1(x)q1(x)) 2: 1 on [O, oo). Then equation (1. 1} has a non-trivial 
solution that is L, [w; 0, oo), for 1 $ p $ oo. 
Theorem 2• . Let Re(q 1 (x)) 2: 0 and /m(w- 1 (x)q1 (x)) 2: 1. Then equation (1. 1} has a non­
trivial solution that is L,(w; 0, oo), for 1 < p $ oo. 
Now, we have the following. 
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Corollary 1• . If Re(q1 (x)) � w(x) for a positive continuous function w, then (1. 1} has a 
bounded solution. In particular equation {1 . 1) has a solution y(x) with the property that ly(x)I ::S 
1 on [O, oo) and l y(O) l2 + ly'(O)l
2 = 1 . 
However, we can prove the stronger result. 
Theorem 7. If Re(q1(x)) � 0, then {1. 1} has a bounded solution y(x) . This solution y(x) has 
the property that jy(x)I ::S 1 on [O, oo) and jy(O) l2 + ly'(O)l2 = 1. 
Before we give the proof of Theorem 7 we state some formulas used. We frequently have the 
need to differentiate a function H of the sort 
H(z) = [ h(z , t)dt 
where h(x, t) and :: (x, t) are conti.nuous. We have 
ls ah 
H'(x) = h(x, x) + 
0 
a/x, t)dt. 
Consider the inhomogeneous equation 
-(qo(x)y'(x))' + qi(x)y(x) = f(x), a ::S x < oo, 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
where q0 ,  q1 are as in {1.1) and / is locally Lebesgue integrable in [a, oo). Suppose that Y1(x) and 
y2 (x) are two independent solutions of the homogeneous equation -(qo(x)y'(x))' +q1(x)y(x) = 0 
such that q0(a) (y1(a)!/2(a) - !/2(a)Y2(a)) = 1. From the calculation used to get (2.2) we have 
Let 
y(z) = cy1 (z) + d?12(z) + [ (y, (z)Y2(t) - y, (t)!l2(z)) f(t)dt . (3.6) 
Using (3.4) to differentiate the last integral we have 
y'(z) = cr/,,(z) + dl/2(z) + [(!/i (z)?12(t) - y, (t)l/2 (z))f(t )dt 
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and 
(qo(x )y' (x ))' = c(qo(x )y� (x ))' + d(qo(x )y;(x ))' + qo(x ) (y� (x )Y2(x) - Y1 (x)y�(x)) f(x) 
+ [ ((qo(:r)!/2 (z))'112(t) - Y1 (t)(qo(z)i/2(z))') f(t)dt 
= cq,(z )!ll(z) + dq1(z)112(z) - /(z) + q,(z) [ (Y1 (z)112(t) - Y1(t)112(z)) f(t )dt , 
provided x is a Lebesgue point of f(x) .  Thus y(x) is a solution of (3 .5) with initial values 
The function 
y(a) = cy1(a) + dy2(a), y'(a) = CYt (a) + dV2(a). 
is called a Green's function for equation (3.5). The solution of (3 .5) given by 
y(z) = [ G(z, t)f(t)dt 
has initial values y(a) = y'(a) = 0. 
The following is called Gr':mwall 's inequality. Let u and v be nonnegative and continuous 
functions on (a, b] and let c be a nonnegative constant. If u(x) $ c + J: u(t)v(t)dt , a $ x $ b, 
then u(x) $ c(exp(f: v(t)dt] ) ,  for a $  x $ b .  
Proof of Theorem 7. Suppose for convenience qo(O) = 1.  (If required qo(x) and q1(x) can 
be divided by qo(O).) Let Y1(x) and y2(x) be s�lutions of equation (1 .1) such that Y1(0) = 
I, Yi (0) = 0 and Y2(0) = 0, 1/2(0) = 1. By (2.2) 
A solution y(x) of (1. 1) satisfies 
y(z) = y(O) + [ (qo (tW 1 (qo(t)y'(t))dt 
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and 
qo(x)y'(x) = qo(O)y'(O) + { q1(t)11(t)dt. 
So 
lll(x) I +  lqo(x)11'(x) I � 111(0)1 + lqo(O)y'(O) I + { ((qo(t)r 1 + lq,(t)I) ( ly(t) I + lqo(t)y'(t)l) dt. 
Making use of Gronwall 's inequality we get 
l11(x)I + lqo(x)y'(x) I � (111(0)1 + lqo(O)y'(O) I) exp ({ ((qo(t)r 1 + lq,(t)l)dt) . (3.7) 
In particular 
IY; (x) I + lqo(x )1/j(x) I � exp ({ ((qo(t)r
1 
+ lq,(t)l)dt) , 
for j = 1, 2. Choose any positive and continuous function w(x) such that 
J."" w( x )dx � 1 .  
Let 
On = (2i-
n- l  exp(-2 J.
n 
((qo(t)r
1 + lq1(t) l)dt) , for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
For each n consider the equation 
-(qo(x)z'(x))' + (q1 (z) + on w(x))z(x) = 0. 
By Corollary 1 * the equation above has a bounded solution z( x) such that lz( x) I � 1, for 
0 � x < oo, and lz(O)l 2  + lz'(O)l2 = 1. Call this solution Zn(x). Zn (x) is also the solution of the 
inhomogeneous equation 
-(qo(x)y'(x))' + q1 (x)y(x) = -on w(x)zn(x) 
with initial values y(O) = Zn(O), y'(O) = z�(O). Using formula (3.6) we get that 
Zn(x) = <nll1 (x) + dn!h(x) + J.� (111 (x)!h(l) - 1/1 (l)!h(x))(-onw(t)zn(l))dt, 
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with Cn = Zn(O), dn = z� (O). For O � x � n, 
lzn(x) - (cnYt (x) + dnY2(x)) I $ [ ( IY1(x)112(t) j + IY1(t)112(x) i)ornw(t) izn (t)idt 
$ 2 exp(2 [ ((qo(tW '  + jq,(t)l)dt)orn L
n 
w(t)dt < rn . 
Hence for O � x � n, 
Since lcn l2 + ldn l2 = 1 ,  we can choose a subsequence (cn,. , dn,. )  of  (cn, dn) such that (cn,. , dn,.)  
converges as k --+  oo to some (c, d) such that lcl2 + ldl2 = 1 .  For nt > z, 
Letting k --+ oo we get 
y(x) = cy1(x) + dy2(x) is a bounded solution of (1 . 1 ). 
Example 5) Let b0(x) be positive and continuous and b 1 (x) real and continuous on (0, oo). 
Let b2(x) be complex valued and locally Lebesgue integrable in (0, oo). Consider the differential 
equation 
bo(x)y''(x) + b1(x)y'(x) + b2(x)y(x) = 0, 0 � x < oo. 
After dividing the equation by -b0 (x) and then multiplying by the integrating factor 
exp (L� b , (t)(bo(tW 1dt) , 
the equation can be written in the form -(qoy')' + q1y = 0, with 
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(3.8) . 
Applying Theorem 7 we have that (3.8) has a bounded solution y(x) if 
Corollary 7. Let 71(x) be positive and twice continuously differentiable on [O , oo) . If qo71" + 
q�71' - Re(qi )71 � 0, then {1. 1} has a non-trivial solution y(x) such that ,.,- 1 (x)y(x) is bounded. 
Furthermore, if 71(x) is Lp [w; O , oo) then so is y(x) .  
Proof. Let 
y(x) = 77(x )z(x ) .  
Substitute y = 71z ,  y' = 71z' + 77' z , and y'' = 77z" + 277' z' + 77" z into qoy'' + q�y' - q1 y = 0 .  We 
obtain 
(3.9) 
Using the conclusion of Example 5) we have that equation (3.9) has a bounded solution z(x) if 
y(x) = 77(x)z(x) is a solution of (1 . 1 ) .  If 77(x) is bounded then so is y(x).  If 77(x) is Lp [w ; 0, oo),  
then 
Example 6) Let 77(x) = e-r:r . Then ( 1 . 1 )  has a solution y(x) with 
bounded if 
Applying Corollary 7 to equation (2. 14) we get a solution such that 
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is bounded if 
For q0 = eh and '7 = e-rz we have that ( 1 . 1 ) has a solution y(x) with 
bounded if 
Example 7) Let the interval be [1 , oo) instead of[O, oo) .  For 11(x) = xA , ( 1 . 1) has a solution 
y(x) with 
bounded if 
When qo = oxfJ , this is 
If 
then ( 1 . 1 ) has a solution y(x) with 
bounded. 
4 . A Theorem due to Halvorsen [1] and generalized by Hinton [2] gives conditions that 
· are sufficient for equation ( 1 . 1) to be limit-circle L2 . It is easily modified by substituting the 
exponent p for the exponent 2 to get conditions sufficient for ( 1 . 1) to be limit-circle L, , 1 � p � 
00 . 
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Theorem (Halvorsen, Hinton).  Equation {1 .1) is limit-circle L2 if there exists a real /unction 
17(x) > 0 and a real numb�r c > 0 such that 
i) T/, qor,' are locally absolutely continuous on [a , oo) 
ii) roo dr = 00 
Ja fo'1:i 
iii) fa
00 
172 (x)e1(z) dx < oo, where g(x) = ¼ 1: h(e)de, and h = I - qi + (fo;')' - ,::. _1,,2 • 
Theorem 8. Equation {1. 1) is limit-circle L, [w; a ,  oo), for 1 � p < oo, i/ there exists a real 
function 17( x) > 0 and a real number c > 0 such that 
i) T/, qo'71 are locally absolutely continuous on [a , oo) 
ii) roo dr = 00 
Ja 9o '75 
The case p = oo holds if instead of iii) we have 17( x) and g( x) are bounded. 
Proof. Suppose y(x) is a solution of ( 1 . 1 )  and i) , ii) ,  and iii) hold. We will show 
1"" w(x)ly(x)l'dx < oo. 
Set 
z(t) = ,,- 1 (x)y(x), 
with 
1z ds 
t = 
a qo(s)172 (s) . 
((f as before denotes differentiation with respect to t .) 
( ) ' dt . ( ) ' z· = * / dx = * qo'12 = (17(qoy') - (qo11')y) 
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and 
Therefore 
with 
Set 
It follows that 
We have 
Since 
we get 
.. dt 
z = (11(qoy') - (qo11')y)' / dz 
= (11(qoy')' + 11'(qoy') - (qo11' )'y - (qo11')y')qo112 
= (q(q1 y) - (qo11')'y)qo112 
. = qo114(q1 -
(qo11')' )(11-
1
y) ,, 
4 (qo11')' = qofJ (q1 - --)z. ,, 
z . . (t) + /(t)z(t ) = 0 
E(t) = ( lz · (t) l2 + c2 lz(t) l2 )/2. 
E' (t) = (zT· + z . . z + c2(zz· + z·z))/2 
= (z·(-/(t) + c2)z + z(-/(t) + c2 )z)/2. 
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Thus 
E(t) J.t E" (s) J.t 1 
E(O) 
= exp 
o E(s) 
ds � exp 
o 
;- lc2 - /(s) lds 
= exp - lc2 - qo774 (-q1 + ..!l2L)l -2 de = exp - h({)de = e•(,:) .  /.
� 1 ( ')' 1 1 
/.
,: 
· a C '1 qo'7 C a 
Therefore 
From which we get 
Hence 
E(t) _ lz· (t) l2 + c2 lz(t) l2 < i(,:) 
E(O) 
- 2E(O) - e . 
l z(t) jP � (2E(O)) ! c-P e Jg(z) . 
['" w(x) ly(x) l'dx = [
"' 
w(x),f(x) lz(t) l'dx !,',; (2E(oi) t c-• J.00 w(x),f (x)eMz>dx < oo. 
Example 8)  Limit-circle Lp condition for qo(x) = x/J , -q1 (x) = mxi' . Let 77(x) = xA . Con­
dition ii) is satisfied for a > 0 and 90
1
,,2 = z-(fJ+
2A) , if /3 + 2A � 1 . Choose c2 = m > 0 
and -/3 - 4A = 1 so that -q1 - ,;:. = 0. Then h = l (qo71')'11I = IA{/3 + A - l) jxP+2A-2 . 
g(x) = ¼ J: h(e)de is bounded if /3 + 2A < 1 .  When g(x) is bounded condition iii) is satisfied if 
fa"° rf dx = fa°0 xPAdx < oo. This holds if A < -} . Hence ii) and iii) hold if /3 + 2A < 1 and 
A < -}.  We have two cases (both with m > 0). 
Case 1} Equation is limit-circle Lp i/ /3 � 1 + ¾ and 1 > : - {3. 
To see this check that 1 = -/3 - 4A > : - /3 gives A <  -; . A < - } and /3 :5 1 + ;- gives 
/3 + 2A < /3 - i � 1 . 
Case 2} Equation is limit-circle Lp i/ /3 > 1 + ;- and 1 > /3 - 2. 
To see this check that 1 = -/3 - 4A > /3 - 2 gives A < ½( 1 - /3) so that /3 + 2A < 1 .  
A <  1(1 - /3) and /3 > 1 + 1 gives A <  - 1 . 2 . p p 
When /3 > 1 + ; and 1 
= 
/3 - 2, let A 
= 
½(1 - /3) . Condition ii) is satisfied and h = 
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For simplicity assume a =  1 so that g(z) = ¼ Im - A2 - c2 j ln z and e fg(z) = .x -fc lm-A"-c
2
I . We 
have Ji°° rf e ½9dz = Ji°° zP4+ ,fclm-A:i -c2 l d.x < oo for pA + film - A2 - c2 1 < - 1 .  That is when 
c2 + (} + 2A )c + A 2 < m < c2 - (} + 2A )c + A 2 . The left hand side is minimal �or c = -(} + A) . 
' . 
This gives that the equation is limit-circle Lp (1 , oo) if m > c2 + ( i + 2A )c + A 2 � -;A - fr = 
(p/3 - (p + l))/p2 . 
Case 9} Equation is limit-circle Lp if f3 > 1 + } , 'Y = /3 - 2, and m > (p/3 - (p + l ))/p2 • 
When f3 � 1 and 'Y > -/3, let '1 = x4 with 'Y = -/3 - 4A and take _c2 = m > 0. Then A <  0 
and /3 + 2A < 1 .  Thus h = IA(A - l + /3)1zl'+24-2 and g(x) is bounded. In fact since 11(x) -+ 0 
as x -+  oo it follows for all solutions y(z) of the equation y(z) -+ 0 as x -+  oo .  When /3 > 1 and 
'Y > /3 - 2,  let TJ = x4 with 'Y = -/3 - 4A and take c2 = m > 0 .  Then A < ½(l  - /3) < 0 and 
again for all solutions y(x) of the equation y(x) -+ 0 as z -+ oo. 
Case ,I} Equation is  limit-circle L00 if either /3 � 1 and 'Y > -/3 or /3 > 1 and "'( > /3 - 2.  In 
particular for all solutions y( x) of the equation y( x) -+ 0 as x -+ oo. 
5 .  In this section we will consider the inhomogeneous equation 
�(qo(z)y'(x))' + q1 (z)y(z) = w(x)f(x) , a �  x < oo (5. 1 ) 
where the conditions on q0(z), q1 (z) are the same as for equation ( 1 . 1 ) , w(z) is a positive and 
continuous weight function , and /(x) is locally Lebesgue integrable in (a , oo) . Making use of 
formula (3 .6) we get that if Y1 (z) and Y2 (z) are two solutions of ( L l)  such that qo(Y1 1/2 - 1/2Y2 ) = 
1 ,  then 
y(z) = cy, (z) + d112(:r) + [ (y1 (:r)112(t) - y, (t)y,(z))w(t)f(t)dt (5 .2) 
is a solution of (5 . 1 )  for each choice of c, d. If we let c = 0 and d = J: wyifdt , for a �  x � b, 
y(:r) = y, (:r) l
s 
w112fdt + 112(:r) 1• wyi fdt. 
If Yl is Lp/(p-l ) (w; a ,  oo) and / is Lp [w; a, oo) then letting b -+  oo we have that ft wyi fdt is 
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convergent to a complex number for each x .  In which case 
y(x) = Y1 (x) J.� wy,Jdt + Y2(x) 1"" wyi fdt , a :5 x < oo, 
i s  a solution of (5 . 1 )  with initial values 
y(a) = !12 (a) /.
"" 
wyi fdt and y' (a) = r/2(a) J."" wyi fdt . 
(5 .3) 
Theorem 10. If f is Lp/(p-l ) [w; a, oo) and {1 . 1) is limit-circle Lp [w; a ,  oo ), then all solutions 
of (5. 1) are Lp [w; a, oo) . 
Proof. From (5 .2) all solutions of (5 . 1) are of the form 
Note 
If.� I (1.00 ) i (1.00 ) (p-
1)/p 
. 
a 
wy; fdt � 
a 
wlY; IPdt 
a 
wlf lp/(p-l )dt , 
and apply Minkowski's inequality to get y(x) is Lp [w; a ,  oo).  
j = 1 , 2 ,  
Theorem 11 .  Suppose that the conditions of Theorem r hold for q0(x) and q1 (x) and f(x) is 
Lp [w; O , oo) for some p, 1 < p < oo. Then the inhomogeneous equation {5. 1) -(qoy' )'+q1y = wf 
has a non-trivial solution that is Lp [w; 0 ,  oo) .  
Proof. Let 
where YI ( x) ,  Y2 ( x) ,  Cn , and dn are chosen as in the proof of Theorem 1 .  Let 
Then 
·
(t) = { f(t)
, 0 � t < j, for j = 1 ,  2 ,  . . . . 
f, 
0 " < t  ' } _  
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and 
Zn; (z) = Z1n(z) J." WZ2nf; dt + Z2n (z) J."" WZ1n!J dt 
is a solution of 
-(qoy')' + q1y = wf; 
with initial values 
Zn; (O) = (l WZ1nfdt) (-dn/qo(O)) and z�; (O) = (l WZ1nfdt) (Cn/qo(O)) . 
Multiply both sides of -(qoy')' + q1 y = wf; by yjylP- 2 and integrate . From the same calculation 
used to obtain (2. 1 ) we get 
Ii - 9ov'iilYl'-2 + � J.' qo lv' l2 I Yl'-2dz + (�  - 1) J.' qo(v')2 (ii)2 JyJ•-•dz 
+ J.' qdyJ'dz = J.' w/;iilYl'-2dz. (5 .4) 
Consider n � j so that 
Zn; (n) = Z1n(n) /." WZ2n f;dt + Z2n(n) 1"" WZ1nf; dt = 0.  
Substitute y = Zn; and t = n into (5.4) to get 
qo(O)z�; (O)Zn; (O) Jzn; (O) l'-2 + � /." qo Jz�; l2 Jzn; l'-2dz + (�  - 1) J." qo(z�; )2 (Zn; )2 l zn; J•-•dz 
+ J." q, lzn; J•dz = /.
n 
w/;Zn; lzn; J•- 2dz . (5 .5) 
Considering the real parts of each side of (5.5) we have if 1 < p < 2, 
Re(/." w/;Zn; lzn; J"-2dz) � -(qo(0)) 1-• J  l WZ1nfdt J" Jcn l ldn J•- 1 
+ (p - 1) /.
n 
qo Jz�; 12 J zn; 1•-2 dz + /.
n 
wJzn; J• dz 
and if 2 � p < oo, 
Re (l" w/;Zn; l zn; J•-2dz) � �(qo(O))'-• J l WZ1nfdt J• Jc.. l ldn l•- 1 
+ J." 9o lz�; l2 l zn; J•-2dz + [ wJzn; l'dz . 
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Applying Holder's inequality to fo
n 
w /; Zn; I Zn; l"-2 dx we get 
From which 
with 
follows. Set 
In; =  J.
n 
wlzn; l"dx. ' 0 
The inequality J $ A+BJ(P-l)/p is equivalent to ](p- I)IP(J¼ -B) $ A. If J > AP/(p-t )  B-p/(p- t)  
and J > 2P BP then [(p-_I )/p > AB-1 and J¼ - B > 2B - B = B so that JCP- I )/P(J¼ - B) > 
(AB-1 )B = A violating J $ A + BJ(P-l )/p . Thus 
l · < max{A"f(p-t )  B-p/(p- t )  2" B" ·} - J · nJ - nJ nJ , nJ - nJ · 
Select a subsequence (cn. , dn. ), k = 1 , 2, . . .  of (cn , dn ) such that (cn. , dn. ) converges to some 
( c, d) with lcl2 + ldl2 = 1 as k -+ oo. Set 
Let 
zi (z) = z1(z) /.
r 
wz2f;dt + z2(z) 1"" wz, !; dt. 
z1(x) is chosen the same way as the solution y(x) in Theorem 1• so z1(x) is Lp/(p-t ) [w; O , oo) 
and 
1"" wz, !dt 
converges for each x. Fix t > 0 and consider ni > t. Then 
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and 
. .1 . .1 .1 l
t 1· 1· . ( 0 wlz' l"dx) , $ ( 0 wlz1 - Zn1i; l"dx) , + (  0 wlzn•; l"dx) , .  
First we estimate Jn,.; . 
I l WZ1n.fdt l $ (l wlz1n. lp/(p-l)dt)(p- l)/p(l wl/l'dt)! ,  
<1; w lz1n• lp/(p- l >dt )(p- l)/p $ <1; wlz1n• - z1 lp/(p- l )  dt)(p- l )/p + <1; wJzdp/(p- I ldt)(p- I )/p , 
and 
So 
1 £ WZ1n, fdt l  $ <l wlfl'dt) ! ((l wlzdp/(p- l)dt)(p- l)/p 
+ Jen, - cl (l wlydp/(p- l )dt)(p- l)/p + ldn, - dl(l
i 
wl!12 lp/(p- l)d1)(p- l )/P ) . 
Choose k£ (k£ depends on j, c > 0) sufficiently large so that for k 2: k£ , 
We have then 
and 
Thus 
{; .1 (
'° 
.1 Bn.; = (10 wlfl"dt) , $ (10 wlfl"dt ) , .  
{ ( 00 ) "/(p- 1) 
( (  
oo . ) (p-1)/p ) ""/(p- 1 )  
Jn,; $ max (qo(o)i-
1 J. wlflPdt J. w lz, IP/(p-l )dt + £ • 
<l w l/l'dt)-l/(p- l ) , 2P (J.
00 
wlfl'dt) } = J; , 
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zi (x) = (-cd/qo(O))G1 (z) + (- ldl2 /qo(O))G2(z) + ( lcl2 /qo(O))G3(z) + (cd/qo(O))G-1(z) 
with 
Also, 
G,(.r) = Y1 (�) 1.· wy,!;dt + 112(.r) 1"" w112/;dt , 
G2(.r) = 112 (.r) 1.· Wl/1/;dt + 1/1 (.r) 1"" w112/;dt , 
Ga(.r) = y, (.r) 1.· w112/;dt + 112(.r) 1"" Wl/1/;dt , and 
G-1(z) = Y2 (z) /.
,: 
wylf; dt + Y1 (z) 1
00 
wytf;dt . 
. 0 ,: 
+ I - ldl2 /qo(O) + ldn1. l2 /qo(O) I IG2 (z) I + l lcl 2 /qo(O) - lcn1r 12 /qo(O) I IG3(z) I 
+ lcd/qo(O) - Cn1r dn1r/qo(O) I IG-1(z) I ,  
Applying Minkowski's inequality we get that 
J.' wlzi - Zn.; I' d.r --+ 0 as k --+ oo. 
Thus 
Now, let 
y(.r) = z1 (.r) 1.• wz2/dt + z2(.r) i"" wz, !dt . 
Then y(z) is a solution of equation (5.1) with initial values 
y(O) = (-d./q0(0)) J.00 wztfdt and y'(O) = (c/qo(O)) J.00 wztfdt . 
0 
. 
0 
We have J; � J;+1 so that 
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(5 .6) 
for a positive constant J. We have 
<1' wlyl'dz)t � <1' wly - zi l'dz)¼ + <1' wlzi l'dz)¼ . 
y(x) - zi (x) = z1 (x) 1
% 
wz2(/ - f;)dx + z2(x) f
00 
wz1 (/ - f; )ds. 
0 · l 
For j > t ?:  x, 
1.· wz2(/- IJ)d• = 0 and 1"° wz,(1- f;)ds = £00 wzifds. 
So for j > t ?: x 
y(z) - zi (z) = c£00 wzi fds)z2(x) 
and 
Since ft wzi fds -+  0 as j -+  oo we have 
(5.7) 
Theorem 12. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem !!* hold for qo( x) and q1 ( x) and f ( x) is 
L, [w ; 0, oo) for some p, 1 < p < oo. Then the inhomogeneous equation (5. 1} -(qoy')' +q1y = wf 
has a non-trivial solution that is L, [w ; 0, oo). 
Proof Begin as in the proof of Theorem 11 until (5.5) 
fo(O )z�; (0 }Zn; (0) lzn; (0) 1•-2 + i 1n qo lz�; 12 lzn; 1•-2 dz 
+ <i - 1) J.
n 
fo(z�; )
2(Zn; )2l zn; l'-4dz 
+ r q1 lzn; l'dx = r wf/zn; lzn; l'-2dx· lo . lo 
has been reached. Considering the real parts of each side of (5 .5), if 1 < p < 2, 
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and , if 2 � p < oo, 
From which , for 1 < p < 2 ,  
and, for 2 � p < oo, 
with 
follows. Considering imaginary parts of each side of (5 .5) we have 
Thus 
We get then, if 1 < p < 2 ,  
l
n 
p 1" wlzn; IPdz � ( 1  + 1 -2 - 1 1/(p - l ))An; + ( 1  + I �  - 1 1/(p - l ))Bn; ( w lzn; IPdz)(p-l)/p 0 . 2 0 
and,  if 2 � p < oo, 
The proof is completed in  the same fashion as the proof of Theorem 1 1  with the terms An; ,  Bn; 
being replaced by (p/(2(p - l)))An; ,  (p/(2(p - l)))Bn; or (p/2)An; , (p/2)Bn; depending on 
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whether 1 .  < p < 2 or 2 $ p < oo and z1 (x) chosen in the same way as the solution y(x) in 
Theorem 2• . 
Let 77( x) be positive and twice continuously differentiable. Let y( x) = '1( x )z( x) and substitute 
into the equation 
to get 
-(qov)' + q1y = wrf-1 f, 0 � z < oo, 
After multiplying both sides by r, we can rewrite the equation as 
Since 
L' w lyl'd:i: = L' w,f l z l'dz 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
a Lp [w,f ; 0 ,  oo) solution z of (5.9) gives us a Lp [w ; 0, oo) solution y of (5.8) . Applying Theorems 
1 1  and 12  to (5.9) we have the following. 
Corollary 13. Let f(x) he Lp [w(x)rf(z); 0, oo). 
a) If for p, 1 < p < oo, Re(q1 ) � wrf'-2 + ,,- 1 (qo'1" + q�77'), then (5. 8) has non-trivial solution 
y(x) = 77(x)z(x) that is Lp [w; 0 ,  oo) . 
h) If Re(q1 ) � 71� 1 (q0r," + q�r,') and Im(qi ) � wrf'-2 + ,,-1(qo11" + q�r,'), then (5.8} has a 
non-trivial solution y(x) = r,(x)z(x) that is Lp [w; 0, oo). 
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Chapter II 
Limit-point Lp Criteria for the 2nd Order Equation 
6. A variety of conditions that imply equation ( 1 . 1 ) is limit-point £2 are known. In this 
chapter we give generalizations to Lp of methods due to Weyl [3] , Kurss [4] , Levinson [5] , and 
Hartman and Wintner [6] . A section with interval criteria for limit-point Lp like the limit-point 
L2 criteria of Evans and Zettl [7] is included, in Chapter III. 
7 .  We begin with a limit-point criteria of Weyl . Consider as in Chapter I the differential 
equation 
-(qo(x)y'(x))' + q1 (x)y(x) = 0 ,  a �  x < oo, (7. 1 )  
with the conditions on q0 (x) and q1 (x) the same as for equation ( 1 . 1 )  except that q1 (x) is  real 
valued. If 
for a real constant k, then observe the following. Choose ..\o � k. Then -(qoy' )' + q1 y = -..\oy 
if and only if -(qoy')' + (q1 + ..\o)Y = 0. In which case 
(qo (.r)y'(.r)) = (qo(a)y' (a)) + [ (q, (s) + �o)y(s)ds 
where 
So the solution with 
satisfies 
and 
y(a) = 0 ,  qo(a)y' (a) = 1 
qo(.r)i/(.r) = 1 + [ (q, (s) + �o)y(s)ds � 1 + [ (�o - k)y(s)ds 
y(.r) = 1· (qo(•W'ds + 1· (qo( r))- 1 1· (q, (s) + �o)y(s)dsdr. 
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This implies y(x) is positive and non-decreasing on a < x < oo and y(x) is not L2 [a , oo) . 
(Likewise y(x) is not Lp [a , oo) for 1 :$ p < oo.) This yields that the equation -(q0 (x)y'(x))' + 
q1 (x)y(x) = 0 is limit-point L2 for the following reason. 
Theorem. Suppose that equation {1. 1} is limit-circle L2 and that r(x) is a measurable function 
on [a , oo) such that jr(x) I :$ B for a positive constant B.· Then the equation 
-(qo (x)y'(x))' + (q1 (x) + r(x))y(x) = 0,  a :$  x < oo, is also limit-circle L2 . 
By the theorem above, if -(qoy')' + q1 y = 0 was limit-circle L2 , then so would be 
-(qoy')' + (q1 + .\o)Y = 0. 
Theorem (Weyl) . lf -q1 (x) :$ le for a real constant le,  then the equation (7. 1) is limit-point 
L2 [a , oo) . 
We can state the following in addition . 
Theorem 14. If -q1 (x) :$ 0, then the equation (7. 1) is limit-point Lp [a , oo) for 1 :$ p < oo. 
Example 9)  Consider equation {7 . 1 )  with q0(x) = x2 , 1 :$ x < oo. For p > 2 use Example 8) 
Case 9) of Chapter I with /3 = 2 to get that the equation 
is limit-circle Lp [I , oo) if 
-q1 (x) = m > (p - 1)/p2 • 
It is undecided at this point as to whether -(x2y')' + q1 y = 0 is limit-point Lp for 
-q1 (x) :$ (p _- 1)/p2 • The following theorem gives the answer that -(z2y')' + q1y = 0 is 
limit-point Lp [l ,  oo) , for 1 :$ p < oo, if 
-q1 (x) :$ (p - 1)/p2 • 
The case with p = 2 is a· theorem due to Kurss. 
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Theorem. Equation (7. 1} is limit-point L,, [a , 00) 1 for p1 1 � p $ 00 1 if there exists a real 
function 11(x) > 0 on [a , oo) such that 
(i) 11(x) and qo(x)11' (x) are locally absolutely continuous 
(ii) -q1 (x) $ -(qo(z)11'(x))'/11(z) 
(iii) fa"° rf(x)dx = 00 1 if 1 $ p < 00 1 or sup 11(x) = · CX? , if p = oo.  
Proof. Let y(x) be  a solution of equation (7. 1 ) . Define 
t/,(x) = y(x)/11(x) . 
</,( x) satisfies the differential equation 
To see this let 
y(x) = 11(x)t/,(x) . 
Then 
and 
Substituting into 
-( qoy')' + qiy = 0 
we get 
After multiplying the last equation by '1 we have (7.2) . If condition (ii) holds, then there exists 
a solution t/,1 (x) of equation (7.2} such that 
t/>1 (a) = 0, t/,1 (z) > 0 on (a , oo) , and t/>1 (z} is non-decreasing. 
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To see this let </>1 (z) be the solution of (7.2) with initial ' values 
Then 
</>1(a) = 0, qo(a)</>Ha) = 1 . 
qo (x )112 (:r )qi; (x) = qo( a)112 ( a )qi; (a) +  J.
$ 
( q, (s) '- ( qo (• )11' (•))' /11(• ))112(• )qi, (• )ds 
� qo(a)172(a)<t,Ha) � 172(a) , 
smce 
(q1 (s) - (qo(s)17' (s))' /17(s))172 (s) � 0. 
Now, let Y1 (z) = 17(z)</>1 (z) . Y1 (z) is a solution of (7 . 1 )  and if 1 $ p < oo, 
J.
00 
IY1 (:r) l'dx = J.
00 
,f(x) l<P1 (:r) l'd:r = oo 
or if p = oo, 
sup IY1 (z) I = sup 17(z)</>1 (z) = oo. 
a�z<oo a�z<oo 
Returning to Example 9) let 17(:r) = z- ¼ ,  for p, 1 $ p < oo. Then Ji°° rf dx = Ji°° x- 1dx = oo 
and (z217' )' /11 
= 
-(p - 1)/p2 • 
Applying the previous theorem · we have that -(z2y')' + q1y = 0, 1 $ z < oo, is limit-point 
L,, [1 , oo) , if -q1 (x) $ �(z217')' /TJ = (p- 1)/p2 . The case p = oo is handled by letting 17(z) = z4 , 
� > 0, to get (z217')' /TJ = �(� + 1 ) .  Choosing � = - ½ +  J¼ + k, for k >  0, �(� + 1 ) = k . 
We have -(z2y')' + 91Y = 0, 1 $ z < oo, has an unbounded solution if -q1 (z) $ -k, for a 
positive constant k .  
If q1 (z) i s  complex valued we can do the following. Let y(z) be  a solution of equation (1 . 1) 
and define 
</,(x) = y(x )/17(z ) .  
As before </,(z) satisfies the equation (7.2) 
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Let 
Then 
and 
(qo1J
2
'P')' � </,(qo1J
2
ef/)' + <f,'(qo1J2°i) + (qo1J2</,')ef/ + (qo1J2</,')'� 
= </,(q1 - (qo1J1)' /11)'12� + 2qoTJ2 l</>' l2 + (q1 - (qoTJ')' /11)1J2</,� 
= 2qoTJ2 1</>' l2 + 2(Re(q1 ) - (qoTJ' )' /TJ)TJ2t/,, . 
Choose the solution </, 1(z) of (7.2) with 
</>1 (a) = 1 and qo(a)TJ2 (a)</,� (a) = 1 .  
. Then for 
We have 
qo(z )TJ
2
(z )tf,,� (z) = qo(a)TJ2 (a)tf,,� (a) 
+ 2 [ (q0(s)q2 {s)J',6� (s) J2 + (Re(q1(s)) - (qo(s)q'(s))' /q(s))q2(s),t,, (s))ds. 
Hence if 
-Re(q1 (z)) $ -(qo(s)r,' (s))' /TJ(s) 
we have 
tf,,� ( z) > 0 so that tf,,1 ( z) is non-decreasing. 
It follows 
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Theorem 15. If there exists a real function 11(z) > 0 on [a , oo) such that 71(z) and qo(z )77'(z) 
are locally absolutely continuous and - Re(q1 (z)) � -(q0(z)77'(z))'/77(z) ,  then equation (1. 1} has 
a solution y(x) such that ly(z) I  2:': 77(z) on [a, oo). 
Again consider equation (7 . 1) 
-(qoy' )' + q1 y = 0, a � z < oo. 
Let Y1 (z) and Y2 (z) be two real solutions whose Wronskian 
Set 
Then 
and 
- r(x) = (Yl(x) + y�(z)) ½ . 
r' 
= 
�(Yl + Yn- ½ (2Y1Y� + 2y2J/2) = r- 1 (Y1Y� + Y2Y�) , 
qor' = r- 1 (Y1 (qoyD + Y2(qoy� )) , 
- 1 ( 2 2 ) - 1 ( (  ' )2 ( ' )2) -2 I ( I +  ' )  = r qi Yi + Y2 + r qo Yi + Y2 - r r qo Y1Y1 Y2Y2 
( (1/2 )
2 + (y; )2) (yf + Yn - (Y1 1h  + Y2 Y2)2 = (1/2 )2Yf + (1/2 )2Y� + (Y2 )2Y? + (Y2) 2Y� 
- Yl(1/2 )
2 
- 2Y1 Yi Y21/2 - Y�(Y2)
2 
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Thus 
We have then q1 (x) and r(x) are related by 
q1 (x) = (qo(x)r'(x))' /r(x) - c2 /(qo(x)r4{x)) . 
Write Y1 (x) and Y2 (x) in the form 
Now, 
and 
. So 
Y1 (x) = r(x) cos 9(x) and Y2 (x) = r(x) sin 9(x) . 
y� = -r( sin 9)9' + r' cos 9, y; = r( cos 9)9' + r' sin (J ,  
Y1  y; - y� Y2 = r2 ( cos 9) 2 9' + rr' ( cos 9)( sin 9) + r2 ( sin 9)2 91 - rr' ( cos 9)(  sin 9) 
= r2( cos2 9 + sin2 9)9' = r29' . 
q0(x)r2(x)O'(x) = c and /l(r) = ll(a) + c 1.· (qo (•))- 1 (r(s))- 2ds. 
Conversely suppose that r(x) is a positive real function such that r(x) and qo(x)r'(x) are 
locally absolutely continuous on [a , oo ). Let 
ll(x) = /l(a) + c 1· (qo(sW 1 (r(sW2ds 
for real numbers 9(a) and c :/= 0. For 
and so 
Y1 (x) = r(x) cos 9(.r) and Y2(x) = r(x) sin 9(x) , Y1 !/2 - Y1 Y2 = r2 9' 
qo(Y1 J/2  - Y� Y2 ) = c. 
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Also, 
and 
qo?/2 = -r(sin 8)(qo8') + (qor') cos 8 
= -r(sin 8)(cr-2) + (qor' ) cos 8 
= -cr- 1 sin 8 + ( qor') cos 8 
( q0?/2 )' = -cr- 1 ( cos 8)8' + cr-2r' sin 8 - (q0r') (sin 8)8' + (q0r')' cos 8 
= -cr- 1 (cos 8)(cq0 1 r- 2) + cr- 2r' sin 8 - (q0r')(sin 8)(cq0 1 r- 2) + (q0r')' cos 8 
= -c2 qa" 1r-3 cos 8 + (qor')' cos 8 
= ((9or')'/r - c2/(qor4 )) r cos 8. 
Likewise 
So we get that the equation 
-(qo(x)y' (x))' + ( (q0 (x)r'(x))' /r(x) - c2 /(qo(x)r4(x)))y(z) = 0, a �  x < oo, (7.3) 
has independent solutions 
Y1 (x) = r(x) cos 8(x) and Y2(x) = r(x) sin 8(x) 
with 
8(,:) = B(a) + c /.� (qo(•W 1 (r(s)) -2 ds 
for real numbers 8(a) and c such that c :/; 0 .  
Now, if r(x) is a positive real function such that �(x) and q0(x)r'(x) are locally absolutely 
continuous and if 
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do the following. For c > 0 ,  choose b0 , a �  b0 < oo, such that 
For bo � x < oo, define 
with 
Then 17(x) > r(x) and 
(qo11')' /11 = (qo(r cos 9)')' /(r cos 9) = (qor')' /r - c2 /(q0r4) . 
If for some b, b0 � b < oo, 
for b � x < oo, then apply Theorem 15 on the interval [b , oo) to obtain the following. 
Corollary 15. Suppose that there exists a positive real function r(x) such that r(x) and 
q0(x)r'(x) are locally absolutely continuous on [a , oo) and ft (q0(s))- 1 (r(s))- 2ds < oo. Sup­
pose there exists b, a � b < oo, and c > 0 such that c f.°°(q0(s))- 1 (r(s))-2ds < J and 
-Re(q1 (x)) � -(qo(x)r'(x))'/r(x) + c2/(qo(x)r4 (x)), for b � x < oo. Then equation (1 . 1) 
has a solution y(x) such that ly(x) I > r(x), for b � x < oo. 
Example 10 Let q0(x) = x/J , 1 � x < oo. For r(x) = xA and c > 0 ,  (q0(x)r'(x))'/r(x) -
c2/(qo(x)r4(x)) = a(a - 1 + /3)zl'-2 - c2x-/J-4A _  When a � ½(1 - /3) we · can apply Theorem 
15 with 17(z) 
= 
xA to get that -(x/J y'(x))' + q1 (x)y(x) = 0, 1 � z < oo, has a solution y(x) such 
that jy(x) I  � xA if -Re(q1 (x)) � -(xl' 171(x))' /11(x) = -a(a - 1 + /3)x/J-2 • When a > ½(1 -
/3) , fi°° (q0(s))- 1 (r(s))-2ds = Ji°° s-1J-2A ds < oo since -{3 -2a < -/3 - 2 ½(1- /3) = - 1. Also, 
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c J,,"° s-f3-2Ads = c(,B+2.6. - 1)- 1 b-f3-2A+l < ½ for blJ+2A- l > fc(,8+2.6. - 1)- 1 , or equivalently 
for b > {2c/(,r(,B+2.6. - 1))) 1l(tJ+2A- l) . We can apply Corollary 15 to get that -(zlfy')' +q1 y = 0, 
1 $ z < oo, has a solution y(x) such that ly(z)I > zA for x > (2c/(1r(,B + 2.6. - 1))) 1/(tJ+2A- 1) , 
i/ -Re(q1 (z)) $ -.6.(.6. - 1 + ,B)zlf-2 + c2z-tJ-4A . 
However when .6. $ ½ { 1 - ,B) we cannot expect for -q1 (x) $ -a(.6. - 1 + ,B)xlf-2 + c2x-tJ-4.A 
that the equation -(xlf y'(.r))' + q1 (x)y(x) = 0, 1 $ x < oo, has a solution y(z) such that 
ly(x) I � xA for x > b, for any 1 $ b < oo. This we can see because the equation 
-(xlf y'(x))' + (.6.(.6. - 1  + ,B)xlf-2 - c2x-lf-4.A )y(x) = 0, · 1 .$ x < oo, 
has solutions 
y(x) = AxA cos O(x) + BxA sin O{x) ,  
with 
9(:r) = 9(a) + c J.
s 
s-P-24 ds. 
Since -,B - 2.6. � -,B - 2½ { 1 - ,B) = - 1 ,  
O(x) � oo as x � oo 
and thus y(x) has infinitely many zeros on [1 , oo). 
Letting .6. 
= 
-}  we have that the equation -(zlf y'(x))' + q1 (x)y(z) = 0, 1 $ z < oo, is 
limit-point Lp [l , oo) if {J $ 1 + � and -Re(q1(x)) $ "fi(p{J - (p + l))zlf-2 or if {J > 1 + i and 
- Re(q1 (x))  $ 'fs(p,B - (p + l))zlf- 2 + c2x!-tJ . 
The equation 
-(xlf y'(x))' + (- _!..2 (p,8 - (p + l))xlf- 2 - c2x!-lf )y(z) = 0 ,  1 $ x < oo, . p 
has solutions 
Y1 (x) = x- ¼ cos O(z) and Y2 {z) = z- ¼ sin O(x) ,  
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with 
O(x) = O(a) + c 1z .,-P+J ds, 
and is limit-point Lp [l , oo ). 
By comparison we may expect the equation -(xPy')' + q1y 
= 
0, 1 :5 x < oo, is iimit-point 
Let q0(x) = eh , 0 :5 x < oo. For r(x) = elz and c > 0, (q0(x)r'(x))' /r(x)- c2/(q0(x)r4(x)) = 
l(l + k)eh - c2 e-(k+4t)z- . When l :5 -½k  we can apply Theorem 15 with 17(x) = elz to get that 
1 if -Re(q1(x)) :5 -l(l + k)eb , then the equation -(ehy'(x))' + q1(x)y(x) = 0, 0 :5 x < 001 
has a solution y(x) such that ly(x) I � elz- . When l > -½k we can apply Corollary 15 to get 
that, if- Re(q1(x)) :5 -l(l + k)eb + c2e-(A:Hl), then the equation -(ehy'(x))' + q1(x)y(x) = 01 
0 :5 x < 00 1 has a solution y(x) such that ly(x)I > elz- for x > (k + 2l)- 1 ln(2c/(1r(k + 2l))) . 
8. In Example 10) for (3 :5 1 + i we had obtained the result that -(xPy'(x))' + q1(x)y(x) = 
0, 1 :5 x < oo, is limit-point Lp [l , oo) if-q1(x) :5 'fr(p/J - (p + l))x�-
2
• Though,  we might 
expect a better bound such as -q1(x) :5 'fr(p{J - (p + l))zP-2 + c2x!-P . The following theorem 
due to Levinson obtains this bound when p = 2. 
Theorem (Levinson) Equation (7. 1} is limit-point L2 [a , oo) if there exists a positive and 
continuously differentiable function M(x) on [a, oo) and a positive constant k such that 
(i) -q1(x) :5 kM(x) 
(ii) r
oo 1 dx = oo 
Ja Jto(z-)M(z-) 
(iii) lv'io'WM'(x)/(M(x))! I :5 k. 
For (3 :5 2, let M(x) = z2-P on the interval [1, oo). Then 
--;:::=====dx = · -;:::::;::===::;:dx = -dx = oo /.� 1 /.� 1 1.� 1 
1 Jqo(x)M(x) 1 v'xPz2-P 1 x 
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and 
l �M'(x)/(M(x))! I = lx f (2 - f3)x 1 -f1 /xf<2-f1) 1 = (2 - /3)z�-2 � (2 - /3) . 
Taking k > (2 - /3) the bound 
follows. 
We obtained the following generalization for p > 2. Let w(x) be a non-negative and continuous 
weight function on [a , oo ) . If the equation 
-(qo (x)y'(x))' + q1 (x)y(x) = 0,  a � x < oo, 
has a solution y( x) such that 
lim 1' w(x) ly(x) IPdx = oo, 
t - ex>  a 
then the equation will be said to be limit-point Lp [w(x) ; a , oo).  
Theorem 1 6 .  Let w(x) b e  a non-negative a n d  continuous weight function on [a , oo) a n d  let 
p > 2. Equation (1 . 1} is limit-point L,, [w(x) ; a, oo) if there exists a positive and continuously 
differentiable function M(x) on [a , oo) and a positive constant k such that 
(i) - Re(q1 (x))  � k(w(x)) � M(x) and l lm(q1 (x)) I  � k(w(x)) f M(x) 
(ii) there exists a measurable real function f(x) � 0 such that J: (l(x))P/(p -2) dx < oo for 
t < oo and lim sup,_CX) J: ((w(x)) ¼ / Jq0(x)M(x))f(x)dx/(f: (f(x))Pl(P-2) dx)CP-2)/p = 
00 
(iii) 1 ( 1 - �)qo(x)/ v'qo(x)M(x) - � M'(x)/(M(x)) f I � k(w(z)) ¼ 
. (iv) fa(X) w(x )(J: (qo(t)/ M(t))-Pl(
2(p- l))dt)"- 1 dx = oo. 
The first part of the proof we state as a Lemma. Let y(x) be a solution of equation ( 1 . 1) . 
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Lemma 16. Under the hypothesis that (i), (iii), and (iv) hold, if fa"° w(x) ly(x) IPdx < oo, then 
Proof. Indicate Re(y( x)) by u( x) and Im(y( x)) by v( x) so that 
y(x) = u(x) + iv(x) 
with u(x) and v(x) real valued . Suppose that 
J.00 w(:r) ly(:r) l'd:r < oo 
. so 
J.00 w(:r) lu(:r) l'd:r < oo and J.00 w(:r) lv(:r) l'd:r < oo. 
Separate real and imaginary parts of the equation -(q0 (x)y'(x))' + q1 (x)y(x) = 0 to get 
-(qo(x)u'(x))' + Re(q1 (x))u(x) = Im(q1 (x))v(x) 
and 
-(qo(x)v' (x))' + Re(q1 (x))v(x) = -Im(q1 (x))u(x).  
Since u'(x) is continuous, if u'(x0) > 0,  then there exists a 6 > 0 such that u'(x) > 0 for 
x E [a , oo) and l:z: - xo l < 6. So, if u'(x) > 0 ,  
d 
dx 
(qo(x)u'.(x))P- l = (p - l )(qo(x)u'(x))P-2(q0(x)u'(x))' 
= (p - l )(q0(x)u'(x))P-2 (Re(q1 (x))u(x) - Im(q1 (x))v(x)) .  
Likewise the set {x : u'(x) < O} is open relative to [a , oo) .  So, if  u'(x) < 0,  
d d 
dx 
(qo(x) lu'(x) l )P- l = 
dx 
(-qo(x)u'(x)Y- 1 = (p - 1)(-qo(x)u'(x))P-2(-q0(x)u'(x))' 
= -(p - 1)(-qo(x )u'(x ))P-2(Re(q1 (x ))u(x) - Im(q1 (x ))v(x) ) .  
When u'(x) > 0 ,  
qo(x)u'(x)(qo(x) lu'(x) l )P- 2 = (qo (x)u'(x))P-1 , 
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and when u' (x) < 0 ,  
qo(x)u'(x)(qo(x) lu'(x) l )'-2 = -(qo(x) lu'(x) lf- 1 . 
In either case, that is when u'(x) =/; 0 ,  
d 
dx 
(qo (x)u'(x)(qo(x) lu'(x) l )"-2) = (p - l)(qo(x) lu'(x) l )"-2{Re(q1 (x))u(x) - Im(q1 (x))v(x)) . 
When u'(xo) = 0 ,  
d 
dx 
( qo( x )u'( x )( q0(x ) lu'(x ) l )P- 2) 1z-=z-o 
= 
lim qo(x)u'(x)(qo (x) lu'(x) l )P-
2 
- qo(xo)u'(xo)(q0 (xo) lu'(x0 ) 1 )P-2 
z-zo X - Xo 
=
 
lim qo(x)u'(x)(qo (x) lu'(x) l )P-
2 
z-zo X - Xo 
= lim q0(x)u'(x) - qo(xo)u'(xo) (qo(x) lu'(x) IY-2 z-zo X - XO 
= (qo(x)u'(x))'lz=zo (qo (xo)lu'(xo) lf-2 = 0. 
Hence 
d 
dx 
(qo(x)u'(x)(qo(x) lu'(x) l)"-2 ) = (p - l)(q0(x) lu'(x) l)"-2(Re(q1 (x))u(x) - Im(q1 (x))v(x)) . 
Express 
u(x )u'(x )(qo(x )/ M(x )) ! lu'(x) l"-2 
as 
u(x )(  (qo( x ))1 -P (qo( x )/ M(x ))  I)( qo( x )u'( x )(qo( x ) lu'( x ) lf-2) .  
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Then 
( u(x )u'(x )(q0 (x )/ M(x )) i lu'(x ) IP-2)' 
= u(x )((qo(x )) 1 -P (qo(x )/ M(x ))i )(q0(x )u'(x )(q0(x ) lu'(x) l )P-2)' 
+ u( x )(( qo(x )) 1-P( qo( x )/ M(x)) i )' (q0( x )u'(x )( q0( x ) lu'( x ) l )P-2) 
+ u'(x )( ( qo(x) ) 1-P( qo(x )/ M(x ))i )( qo( x )u'(;)(q0(x ) lu'( x ) l )P-2) 
. = (p - l)((qo(x)) 1-P(qo(x)/M(x)) i )(Re(q1 (x))(qo(z) lu'(x) l )P-
2(u(x))2 
- Im(q1 (x))(qo(x) lu'(x) l)"-2u(x)v(x) 
+ ( (qo(x) ) 1-P ( qo(x )/ M(x ))f )'(qo( x )u(z )u'(z )( qo(x ) lu'( x ) l )P-2) 
+ ((qo(x )) 1-P (qo(x )/ M(x))f )(qo(x)( u'(x ))2 (qo(x ) lu'(x) l )P-2 ) 
= (p - l )((Re(q1 (x))/M(x))(u(x))2 (q0(x)/M(x))f- 1 ju'(x) l'-2 
- (Im(q1 (x ))/ M(x ))u(x)v(x )(q0(x)/ M(z )) f- l  lu'(x ) l'-2) 
+ (qo(x ))P- 1 ((qo(x))1-P(qo(x )/ M(x ))f )'( u(x )u'(x ) lu'(x ) IP-2) 
+ (qo(x)/M(x)) i lu'(x) I' . 
After rearranging terms and integrating we have the following. 
J.' (qo(:r)/ M(x)) f lu'(:r) l'd:r 
= I! u(x)u'(x)(qo(x)/M(x)) f lu'(x) l'-2 
+ (p - 1) J.' (-Re(q, (:r))/M(:r)) lu(:r) l2(qo(:r)/M(:r))f - t lu'(:r) l'-2d:r 
+ (p - 1)  J.' (Im(q, (:r))/M(:r))u(:r)v(:r)(qo(:r)/M(:r)) f- t lu'(:r) i•-2d:r 
- J.' ( qo (:r »·- · ((qo(:r »'-•(qo( X )/ M(x)) f )' u(:r )u'(:r ) lu'(:r w-2dx. (8 . 1 )  
Given that condition (i) holds we have that 
-Re(q1 (x))/M(x) $ k(w(x))� and jlm(q1 (x)) I/M(x) $ k(w(x)) � 
so 
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and 
Applying Holder's inequality with exponents i and p/(p - 2) we get 
With exponents p, p, and p/(p - 2) we get 
t 
( 
t ) .l  t ) .l  t ) (p- 2)/p 
· J. wt ju j jv j (qo/M)l- 1 ju' l'-2d:z: $ J. wlu l'd:z: • (!. wlvl'd:z: • (!. (qo/M) lu' j'd:z: · 
((qo(x )) 1-"(qo(x )/ M(x )) ! )' = (qo(x ))
1-P�(qo(x )/ M(x ))!- 1 (M(x )q�(x) - M'(x )qo (x ))/(M(x ))
2 
+ ( 1 - p)(qo(x))-,q�(x)(qo(x)/M(x))½ 
= (q0(x))1 -P(q0(x)/M(x)) f- 1 (( 1 - �)(q�(x)/M(x)) 
- �(qo(x)M'(x)/(M(x))2)) . 
Thus 
(qo(x))"- 1 ((qo(x)) 1-P(q0(x)/M(x)) i )' = (q0(x)/M(x)) i- 1 (( 1 - �)(q�(x)/M(x)) 
- �(qo(x)M'(x)/(M(x))2)) 
= (qo(x)/M(x))(p- l )/2 ((1 - �)(q�(x)/Jqo(x)M(x)) 
- �(�M'(x)/(M(x)) f )) . 
Given that condition (iii) holds we have that 
l (qo(x ))"-
1
((qo(x )) 1-P(qo(x )/ M(x ))i )' I $ k( w(x))¼ (qo(x )/ M(x ))<p- t)/2 . 
So 
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Applying Holder's inequality with exponents p and p/(p - 1) we get 
J.t (!.' ) ; (!.' . 
)
(p- 1 )/p 
· 
4 
w¼ lu l (qo/M)<P- l )/2 ju' IP- l dx � a wlulPdx a (qo/M)f lu' jPdx 
. . 
Putting the preceeding inequalities into equality (8 . 1 )  we have 
J.' (qo/M) f  Ju' J'dx � I� u(x)u'(r)(qo(r)/M(x))! Ju'(r) J"-2 
(J.t 
) 
: 
(J.' ) (p-2)/p + (p - l )k
. a w lu l
Pdx a (qo/M)f  lu' jPdx 
( 
t 
) ¼ ( 
t 
) ¼ ( 
t 
) 
(p- 2)/p 
+ (p - 1)1: /. wJu J'dx J. wlv J'dZ J. (qo/M)i Ju' J'dx 
( 
t ) J. ( t ) (p- 1 )/p 
+ le J. wJu JPdx ' 
. /. (q0
/M)i Ju' J'dx (8.2) 
Now, if 
then from the assumption 
J.00 wlu J'dx < oo and J.00 wJvJ"dx < oo 
and (8 .2) we could conclude that 
lim l�u(x )u'(x )(qo (x )/ M(x ))i lu'(x) IP- 2 = oo. 
t-oo 
In which case 
u(x)u'(x)(qo(x)/M(x)) f lu'(x) jP-2 � 1 , 
for t sufficiently large, say t � b. Since 
u(t )u'(t) > 0, 
for t � b ,  either u(t ) > 0 and u'(t) > 0 or u(t) < 0 and u'(t) < 0, for t � b. Consider if u(t) > 0 
and u'(t) > 0. Then 
u(t)u'(t)(qo(t )/ M(t)) i lu'(t ) IP-2 = u(t )( u'(t) )"- 1 ( q0 (t)/ M(t))  i � 1 
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and so 
(u(t)) 1/(p- l)u'(t) � (q0 (t)/M(t))-Pl(2(p- l)) , 
for t � b. Hence 
From which 
(u(x))P/(p- l) = (u(b))P/(p-l) + _P_ J.:t: (u(t))1ICP- 1 �u'(t)dt (p - 1 ) 6 
� (u(b))P/(p-l) + _P_ J.:t: (q0(t)/M(t))-Pl(2(p- l))dt (p - 1) 6 
� _P_ J.
:t: 
(qo(t)/M(t))-,l(2(p- t ))dt . (p - 1) 6 
1.
00 
1.00 (J.:t: ) p- 1 
6 
· w(x) lu(x) l'dx � (p/(p - 1 ))'- 1 
6 
U:,(x) 
6 
(qo(t)/M(t))-p/(2(p- l })dt dx 
would follow. By condition (iv) 
1.00 (J.:t: ) p- 1 
6 
w(x) · 
6 
(qo(t)/M(t))-p/(2<,- 1»dt dx = oo, 
which would contradict 
J.00 w(r) lu(r) l'dr < oo. 
(If u(t) < 0 and u'(t) < 0 replace u(z) by -u(x) in the previous argument so that u(t) > 0 and 
u'(t) > 0 instead .) Hence we can conclude that if 
1"" wlu l'dr < oo 
and if conditions (i), (iii) , and (iv) hold, then 
1"" (qo(r)/M(r)) lu'(r) l'dr < oo. 
By the exact same sort of reasoning we can conclude that 
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It follows that 
[" (qo(x)/M(x)) ½ lll'(x) l'dx < oo 
and Lemma 16 is proved. 
Now, suppose in addition condition (ii) holds and the equation ( 1 . 1 ) -(q0 (x)y'(z))'+q1 (z)y(z) = 
0, a 5 z < oo, is limit-circle L, [w(z) ; a , oo). Let y1 (z) and Y2(z) be two independent solutions 
of ( 1 . 1 ) with 
After multiplying both sides of qo(Y11h - VJ.Y2) = 1 by 
((w(z))¼ /Vqo(x)M(z))/(z) 
and integrating we have 
By applying Holder's inequality with exponents p, p, and p/(p - 2) we can bound the left hand 
side of the above by 
And thus 
( t 
) 
.1. ( t 
) 
.1. ( t 
) 
(p-2)/p J. wlY1 l'dx • J. (qo/M)½  lr/2 1'dx • J. pt<,-2ldx 
t .1. ( t 
) 
.1. ( t 
) 
(p-2)/p 
+ (!. (qo/M) ½ IYt l'dx) • J. wl,12 l'dx • J. pl<•-2>dz: . 
t ( t ) (p-2)/p ( t ) .1. ( t ) 
l. 
J. (wt /,/q;M)fdz:/ J. pl(p-2>dz: $ J. w!yd'dz: • J. (qo/M)i lr/2 1'dz • 
By Lemma 16 ,  if 
t ) .1. ( t ) l. + (!. (qo/M)i IYt l"dz • J. wb12 1"dx • . 
/."° wly, l'dz < oo and /."° w!Y2 !•dx < oo, 
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then 
This contradicts 
1t . ( t ) (p- 2)/p lim sup (w¼ /y'qJi)fdz/ 1 pl<,-2>dz =· oo. 
t-oo a a 
Hence equation (1.1) is not limit-circle L,,[w; a , oo). 
Example 11)  Le� qo(z) = z/J , 1 � z < oo, and /3 � 1 +} Use M(z) = z�-/j with w(z) = 1 
in Theorem 16. Condition (iii) is satisfied sin�e 
and 
l �M'(z)/(M(z))f I =  1 "9°(! - /3)z�-/J- l /(zf-/J)i I p 
= 1 !  - .Blz/J- l- �  � 1 ! - .Bl , 
p p 
Condition (iv) is satisfied since w( z) = 1. Condition (ii) is satisfied since for / ( z) = z-<,-2)/p, 
and 
so that 
Condition (i) is satisfied for 
We have the following when p > 2. 
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The equation -(x.8 y'(x))' + q1(x)y(x) = 0, l $ x < oo, for /3 $ 1 + ¾, is limit-point Lp [l , oo) 
if there exists a constant k > 0 such that -Re(q1 (x)) $ kx ! -.8 and llm(q1 (x)) I $ kx ¼ - .8 .  
When 1 < p < 2 ,  we are still left with this question . For /3 $ 1 + ¾ ,  i s  the equation 
-(xf1 y'(x))' + q1 (x)y(x) = 0, 1 $ x < oo limit-point Lp [l , oo) if -q1 (x) $ kz¾-.8? . We show a 
less satisfactory result that for /3 < 1 + ; and -q1 (x) = mz'Y , m > 0 ,  and /3 - 2 < -y ::;;  i - /3, 
the equation is limit-point Lp [l , oo ) . 
Theorem 17.  Let 11(x) > 0 be a real function on [a , oo) such that 11(x) and qo(x)11'(x) 
are locally absolutely continuous. Let y(x) be a solution of equation (1. 1). Define 'P(x) = 
y(x)/11(x) and E(x) = ((qo (x)112(x)W(x) l )2 + c2 l'P(x) l2)/2 for a positive constant c. Then 
E(x) $ E(a) exp(¼  l: h(t)dt) with h(t) = lq1 (t) - (qo(t)11'(t))' /11(t) + c2 /(qo(t)114 (t)) l112 (t) . 
Furthermore 
jy(x ) I $ 1- fi(aj11(x) exp( 2
1
c l: h(t)dt) and ly' (x ) I $ (1/(qo(x )11(x ))+1-11'(.x))E( a) exp( 21c l: h(t)dt) .  
Proof. Since 'P( x) satisfies equation (7 .2) , 
and 
So 
E' = ((qo112'P')(qo112?/)' + (qo,,2'P')'(qor,2?/) + c2(p?/ + c2'P'4>)/2 
= ((qorJ2'P
1)(q1 - (qor,')' /11)1124> + (qi - (qor,')' /11)112'P(qor,2?/) + c2(p?/ + c2'P'4>)/2 
= ((qor,\q1 - (qor,')' /r,) + c
2 )'P'4> + (qo774 (q1 - (qor,')' /77) + c2)'P?/)/2. 
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Thus 
So 
and 
Also, 
and 
Likewise, 
1 l
z 1 l
z 
E'(t)/ E(t) < -h(t) ,  ln(E(z)/ E(a)) = (E'(t )/ E(t))dt :5 - h(t)dt ,  - c a C a 
E(r) $ E(a) exp G [ h(t)dt) . 
V2 V2 ( l lz ) l</>{z) I  :5 7.../E"w :5 7 fiwexp 2c a h(t)dt 
V2 ( 1 1z ) jy(z) I ·= r,{z) l</>{z) I :5 7 fiw11{z) exp 2c II h(t)dt . 
W(r) I  $ ( 1/(qo(r)112 (r))).../E{tj $ ( l/(qo(r)112 (r)))v'E{ajexp Ge [ h(t)dt) 
and 
V2 ( 1 1z ) jy'(z) I = j 77{x)ef,'{z) + 71'(x)ef,{z)I $ { l/(qo{z)77(z)) + 7'7'{z))v'E{aj exp 2c II h(t)dt . 
Theorem 18. Let r,{z) > 0 be a real function on [a , oo) such that r,{z) and qo(z)r,'{z) 
are locally absolutely continuous and let w(z) be a non-negative and continuous weight func­
tion. Suppose there exists a non-negative measurable real function g(z) on [a , oo) such that 
J: lg(x) IP/(p- l)dz < oo, for a :5 t < oo, and 
t .1. 
{ 
t ../2, (z) '(z) /( ) rz 
) (p-l)/p 
lim supt-oo fa {w(z)) P g(z)dz/ fa (g(z) l l/r,{z) + fo c '1 1)1' p- l exp(p/{2c{p - 1)) Ja h(s)ds)dx 
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= oo, 
for h(x) = lq1 (x) - (qo(x )11'(x ))' /71(x) + c2 /(qo(x )714 (x)) l112 (x) , with c a positive real number. 
Then equation (1 . 1} is limit-point Lp [w; a , oo) . 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that equation (I .I) is limit-circle Lp [w; a , oo) . Let y1 (x) and 
Y2(x) be two independent solutions of (I.I) such that 
Multiply both sides of the equality above by 
l. 
(w(x)) ,. g(x) 
and integrate to get 
Define 
and 
</,; (x) = Y; (x)/71(x) 
E; (x) = ((qo(�)712 (x) l</,j (x) l )2 + c2 l</,; (x) l2)/2 , for j = 1 ,  2 . 
Use Theorem 17 to get 
Thus 
v'2 ( 1 1� ) IYJ I � ( l/(qo71) + 711')E; (a) exp 2c a hds . 
lgqol/j I S gl ¼ + � 9o'l' IEJ (a) exp Ge [ hds) 
Use Holder's inequality with exponents p and p/(p - 1) to get 
1 1' ((w¼yi )(gqo!/2) - (gqoy; )(w¼112))dzl 
( t ) ; ( t I v'2 ( 
� ) ) (p-l )/p S 1 w ly, IP dz E2( a) /. (g l
;; 
+ 7qoif l)"/(p- l) exp p/(2c(p - 1))  /. h( s )ds dz 
( t ) ; ( t l y'2 ( � ) ) (p-1)/p + 1 wl112 IPdz E, (a) J. (g l
;; 
+ 7qo'l' l )"1(p- l ) exp p/(2c(p - 1)) /. h(s)ds dz 
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It follows that 
Then 
t 
( 
t 1 v2, 
( 
e ) ) (p- l )/p J. wt gdx/ J. (g l
;, 
+ 7qo11' l )"/(p- l ) exp p/(2c(p - 1)) /. h(s)ds dz 
t l. t l. 
$ (/. wlyd'dx ) ' E2(a) + (/. wb12 l'dz r E, (a). 
t 
( 
t v2, 
( 
e ) 
)
(p- l )/p 
li
';:_",!
P /. w¼gdz/ J. (g l l/'I + 7to11' 1 )"/(p- l) exp p/(2c(p - 1)) /. h(s)ds dz = oo 
contradicts 
J."" wl111 l'dz < oo and /."" wly2 l'dz < oo. 
Example 12)  Let 1 < p < 2 ,  /3 < 1 + ¾ , q0(.x) = x/J , and -q1 (.x) = mx-Y , with m > 0 and · 
/3 - 2 < -y � i - /3. Consider the equation 
-(x"y'(x))' + (-m.x-Y )y(.x) = 0,  1 � .x < oo. 
� z(l'+-r)/4-1 + IV2((/3 + -y)/4)/clz-(P+-r)/HtJ-2 . 
Since -y > /3 - 2, (/3 + -y)/4 - 1 > (/3 + /3 - 2)/4 - 1 = ½/3 - J and -(/3 + -y)/4 + /3 - 2 < 
-(/3 + /3 - 2)/4 + /3 - 2 = ½/3 - l So 
z<t'+-r)/4- 1 + IV2((/3 + 1)/4)/clz-(H-r)/HtJ-2 � (1 + IV2((/3 + -y)/4)/cl)z<l'+-r)/4-t . 
Since -y � i - /3, 
z<l'+-r)/4- 1 � z<tJ+;-tJ)/4- 1 = z(l -p)/p . 
Combining the preceeding inequalities 
g l l/77 + V2qor,' /cl � ( 1 + IV2((/3 + -y)/4)/cl)z< 1-p)/p 
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and 
(g l l/77 + ../2qo77' /cl)P/(p-l ) :5 (1 + 1../2((,8 + "Y)/4)/cl )"/(p- l)z- 1 . 
Thus 
[ (g l l/q + ./2qoq' /clflU'-•>dz :;; ( 1  + i./2((,8 + r)/4)/cj)"IU'- t ) In t. 
It follows 
Now, 
(J.t 
( 
J.e ) 
)
(p-1)/p 
1 
(g l  l/77 + ../2qo77' /cl)"/(p-l ) exp p/(2c(p - 1 )) 
1 
hds dz 
(!.' ( 
1.00 ) 
)
(p-1)/p 
:5 
1 
(g l l /77 + ../29077' /cl)"/(p- l) exp p/(2c(p 
.
- 1)) 
1 
hds dz 
:;; (exp( l/(2c) [" hds)) ( 1 + 1./2((,8 + r)/4)/cl) (In t)U'- l)/•. 
h(s) = lq1 (s) - (qo(s)17' (s))' /17(s) + c2 /(qo(s)174 (s)) l112 (s) 
= I - mz"Y - (z�'(-(,8 + "Y)/4)z-(fl+-y)/4-l )' /x-(fl+-y)/4 + mx"Y 1x-(fl+-y)/2 
= I - (-(,8 + "Y)/4) (-(,8 + "Y)/4 + ,8 - 1) z-(fl+-r)/4+fl-2 /x-(fl+-y)/4 1z-(11+-Y)/2 
= I ((/3 + "Y)/4) (-(.8 + "Y)/4 + /3 - 1) 1z-<fl+..,>12+fl-2 • 
Since "Y > ,8 - 2,  -(,8 + "Y)/2 + ,8 - 2 < -(,8 + ,8 - 2)/2 + ,8 - 2 = -1. Thus 
J."" h( s)ds < oo. 
Take w(x) = 1 . Then 
and 
J.' (J.' ( J.
� ) 
)
(p-1)/p 
1 
w¼ gdz/ 
1 
(g l l/77 + V2qo17' /cl)"/(p- t) exp p/(2c(p - 1)) 
1 
hds _dz 
� In t/ (exp(l/(2c) [" hds)) ( 1 + j./2((,8 + 7)/4)/cl) (In t)(p-t)/p 
= (In t)! / (exp(l/(2c) J.00 hds)) ( 1 + j./2((,8 + r)/4)/cl) . 
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Since 
lim (In t) ¼ = oo, 
t-oo 
the hypotheses of Theorem 18 are satisfied for the following choice of q0(x) , q1 (x) , q(x) , c, 
g(x) , and w(x) : qo(x) = x/3 , · with /3 < 1 + } , 1 < p < 2; -q1 (x) = mz'l' , with m > 0 and 
f3 - 2 < -y :$ i - {3; q(x) = z-(/3+1')/4 and c = ./m; and w(x) = 1 .  
Hence the equation 
-(zt'y' (x))' + (-mx,, )y(x) = 0, 1 :$ x < oo, 
i s  limit-point Lp [l , oo)  /or f3 < 1 + }, 1 < p < 2 ,  m > 0, and f3 - 2 < -y :$ ; - (3. 
9 . Consider the equation 
y''(x) + q(x)y(x) = 0 ,  a :$  x < oo, (9 . 1 )  
with q(x) real valued and locally Lebesgue integrable in  [a , oo) .  Hartman and Wintner showed 
equation (9 . 1 )  is limit-point L2 [a , oo), if 1: q+(s)ds :$ kx3 , for a positive constant k .  q+(s) 
. . . { q(s) if q(s) 2:: 0 . . denotes the positive part of q(s) , that is q+(s) = . ( ) 
. In this section we prove 
0 if q s < 0 
a generalization of Hartman and Wintner's result for equation (7 . 1 ) and Lp , with p 2:: 2 .  
First we need to generalize a Lemma due to Lyapunov. 
(Lyapunov's inequality) Let y(x) be a non-trivial solution of y''(x) + f(x)y(x) = 0, with 
y(a) = y(b) = 0 and f(x) continuous on [a , b] . Then 1: lf(x) ldx > 4/(b - a).  
The inequality above is proved by showing that y(x) satisfies y(x) = 1: G(x , s)f(s)y(s)ds 
·ac ) { ( S - a) ( b - X) / ( b - a) 1 for a < S < X for x ,  s = - - . After this, observe IG(x , s) I :$ (b -
(x - a)(b - s)/(b - a) , for x :$ s :$ b 
a)/4 with equality only at x = s = (a + b)/2. Let Ym = ma.xa<�<b jy(x) I . Then Ym :$ 
1: IG(x , s) I IJ(s) IYmds so 1 :$ 1: IG(x , s) l l/(s) lds :$ ((b-a)/4) 1: IJ(s) lds. 1: lf(s) Jds 2:: 4/(b-a) 
follows. 
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Lyapunov 's inequality can be proven in the same way when /(x) is only assumed to be 
complex valued and Lebesgue integrable on [a , b]. Furthermore the following holds. 
Lemma. Suppose that y(x) is a non-trivial solution of the e9uation y'' (x) + /(x)y(x) = 0, with 
6 
. . 
y(a) 
= 
y(b) = 0. Then fa lf(x)ldx > 4/(b - a) . If f(x) is real valued and a and b are consecutive 
zeros of y(x) , ihen J: f+(x)dx > 4/(b - a) . 
Suppose y(x) is a solution of (1.1) and set 
z(t) = y(x) 
with 
Then 
z' (t ) = (y(x) )' /(dt/dx) = y'(x)/(qo(x)r 1 = qo(x)y'(x) 
and 
z . .  (t) = (qo(z )y'(x ))' /(dt/dx) = qo(x )(qo(x )y'(z ))'. 
(()· denotes the differentiation with respect to t .) Therefore 
z" '(t) + f(t)z(t) = 0, 0 $ t < oo, 
with f(t)  = -qo(z)q1 (x). Suppose z1 and x2 are zeros of y(x) so that 
_are zeros of z(t). Applying the previous lemma we have that 
If q1(x) is real val�ed and z1 and x2 are consecutive zeros of y(x), then 
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(9.2) 
(9.3) 
(9 .4) 
Making the change of variable t 
= 
J: (q0 (s))- 1 ds we have 
. dt =· (qo(x))- 1 dx and t2 - t i = J.
z
:a (qo (s))- 1ds. 
Z J  
So inequality (9.3) changes to 
Inequality (9.4) changes to 
We have the following. 
(9.5) 
(9.6) 
Lemma 19.  Suppose that y(x) is a non-trivial solution of equation {1 . 1) with y(xi ) = y(x2) = 0, 
a $ xi < .r2 < oo. Then J:t lqi (x) ldx > 4/ J:t (qo(x))- 1 dx . If q1 (x) is real valued and x i  and 
x2 are consecutive zeros of y(x) , · then J:t(-q1 (x))+dx > 4/ J:t(qo(x))- 1 dx . 
Theorem (Hartman and Wintner) .  Suppose y(x) is a non-trivial solution of equation 
{9.1) and that N(t) is the number of zeros of y(x) on the interval (a , t] . Then N(t) < ½ [(t -
a) J: (q(s))+ dsJ ½  + 1 .  
We have the generalization to equation (1. 1). 
Theorem 19. Suppose that y(x) is a non-trivial solution of equation {1. 1} and N(t) is the 
number of zeros of y(x) on [a, t] . Then N(t) < ½[(f:(qo(s))- 1 ds) J: lq1(s)ldsJ ½ + 1. If q1 (x) is 
real valued, then N(t) < ½[(f:(q0(s))- 1 ds) J:(-q1 (s))+dsJ ½  + 1 .  
Theorem (Hartman and Wintner) .  Suppose that J: (q(s))+ ds $ k.r3 for a positive constant 
k. Then equation {9.1) is limit-point L2(a, oo). 
We have the following generalization to equation (7 .1 ) . 
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Theorem 20. Let q0(.x) = x/J on (a, oo) with /3 :5 1 and a >  0. Suppose that J:(-q1(s))+ ds :5 
kz_3-/J for a positive constant k. Then equation (7. 1), -(.xf3y'(.x))' + q1(.x)y(x) = 0, a :5 x < oo, 
is limit-point L2[a, oo). 
Proof. As in the proof of Hartman's and Wintner's Theorem let 711(.x) and y2(.x) be two real 
solutions of equation (7. 1) such that 
Write Y1(x) and Y2(x) in the form 
Yi (.x) = r(.x) cos 9(.x) and Y2(.x) = r(x) sin 9(.x ). 
Then 
qo(.x)r2(.x)9'(x) = 1 
and 
1s r2(s)ds = 1
s 
(qo(•W 1 (8'(sW 1 ds. 
Equation (7. 1) is limit-point L2 [a, oo) if and only if 
1"" r2(s)ds = oo. 
Use the idea that 
Then 
and 
J.
s 
r2(s)ds � 2µ J.
s 
(q0(s))- ½ds - µ2(8(z) - B(b)), 
for a :5 b < x < oo. Let N(x) be the number of zeros of Y2(x) in the interval (a, .x]. Then · 
9(x) - O(a) :5 1r(N(x) + 1). 
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By Theorem 19 ,  
So 
and 
And so, for z � 1, there exists a positive constant M such that 
B(x) - 8(b) $ 8(x) - B(a) $ M ( ([ s-Pds) ½ xH + 1) 
Thus for µ > 0, x � 1 ,  
For 
we have 
[ r2(s)ds � ([ .- ids) 2 / ( M ( ([ s-Pds) ½ ,,H + 1) ) . 
If /3 < 1, 
and 
Then 
([ .- ! day / ( M ( ([ .-Pdsf .,H + 1) )  � �( 1 - i)-2z2-P/ (M (Cl - /W½.,H.,H + 1) ) 
= �{ 1 - ;)- 2z2-P / (M (( 1 - p)- ½z2-P + 1) ) . 
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Thus 
lim 1·z r2 (s)ds � lim !{1  - /!_ r 2z2-/j / (M ((1 - ,8)- ½ z2-P + 1) )  z-oo 6 z-oo 4 2 
= (1 - P) ½ /( 4M(l - f!. )2 ) .  2 
This is a positive v�lue independent of b and hence · 
J."" r2(s}ds = oo. 
If ,8 = 1 , 
and 
1.· s-Pds = ln(z/a) . 
Then 
[ r2 (s}ds � ([ .- fds) ' / ( M ( ([ .-Pds) 
½ 
.,H + 1) ) � z/(M((ln(z/a))½ :r+1)} , for z � 4b. 
Now, 
By comparison with the series 
we have that 
00 � L 4"a/(M((ln(4"a/a))½4"a  + 1)) 
n = l  
00 
= L 4"a/(M((n ln 4)½4"a + 1)) 
n = l  
00 
= L 1/(M(n½ (In 4)½ + l/(4"a))). 
n = l  
00 
L 11nt 
n = l  
J."" r2 (s)ds = oo. 
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Theorem 21. Let q0(x) = z/j on [a , oo),  with -(1  + ¾)/( � - 1) < {J < 1 ,  a >  0, and let p > 2 .  
Suppose that J: (-q1 (s))+ ds $ kx!-fj
+l for a positive constant k .  Then the equation (7. 1), 
-(z/j y'(x))' + q1 (x)y(x) = 0, a $ x < oo, is limit-point Lp [a, oo). 
Proof. Let Y1 (x) and Y2 (z) be two real solutions of equation (7 . 1) such that 
Write Y1 (x) and Y2 (x) in the form 
Y1 (z) = r(x) cos O(x) and Y2(x) = r(x) sin O(z) . 
Then 
qo(x)r2(x)O' (x) = 1 
and 
rP(x) = (q0(x)O'(x))- i .  
Also, 
so that by Minkowski 's inequality 
([ r"(s)ds)
} 
= ([<if (s) + ,l.(s)) fds) t $ ([ l111 (s) l'ds) ; + ([ l112(s) J•ds) } . 
Thus equation (7 . 1 )  is limit-point Lp [a , oo) if and only if 
1"° r" (x)d:r = oo. 
Let N ( x) be the number of zeros of y2 ( x) in the interval [a , x] .  Then 
O(x) - O(a) $ 1r(N(x) + 1 ) . 
By Theorem 19, 
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So . 
If /3 < 1 ,  then 
and 
So, for a ::;  b < x < oo, 
8(x) - 8(b) ::; 8(x) - 8(a) < ,r(� (l - pr ½ K ½x1-P+i + 2) . 
Consider b � 1 so that 
8(x) ::; Mx¼-P+l 
for a positive constant M independent of b. Use the idea that 
Then 
and 
((q0(x))- i (8'(x))- i - µ(q0(x)) i (8' (x)) ½) 
2 
= (q0(x))- i (8'(x)>- i - 2µ(8' (x))- f+ ½  
+ µ2(q0(x))h'(x) � 0. 
Define, for 6 > 0, the set E6 by 
Since 
E6 = { s :  s E [b, x] and 8'(s) > Mx f-l'H+
6 /(x - b)}. 
l
s 
ll'(s)ds < M,J-P+l , 
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It follows 
(Here m( · ) indicates �ebesgue measure) . Thus, for 
And 
If X � 2b, 
so then 
Also� 
E6 = { s : s E [b, x) and 8'(s) � Mx,:-l'+iH /(z - b)} , 
m(ED = (x - b) - m(E6 ) > (z - b) - x- 6(x - b) = ( 1  - x-6 )(x - b) . 
J.\8'(s))- f+ ½ds � f (8'(s))- H½ds 
6 ]E; 
� f (Mx !-1'+1+6 /(x - b))- H½ ds 
]Ee 
= 
(Mx t-1'+1+6 /(z - b))- H ½ m(ED 
J."(q0 (s)) i 6'(s)ds = 1.· .C f >Pll'(s)ds 
= 
l6 s< i )l'9(s) - J.
z
( f)ps< f)f'- l9(s)ds. 
6 2 
x< ½ )I' 8( x) - b( ½ )I' 8( b) � x< ½ )I' 8( x) 
= 
M z< f - l)f'+i+ ! 
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and 
Thus 
ls: (!!.)ps< ½)!3- 1 8(s)ds 5 ls: (!!.) 1/Jls< f ),B- l Ms ¼-.B+1 ds 
6 2 . 6 2 
= (!!. ) I/JIM(( !!. - 1),8 + 1 + � r 1 (z( f -l),B+i+: - b( f- l),B+l+! ) 2 2 p 
5 (�) I.BIM((� - 1 )/3 + 1 + �r 1z< f -l),B+1+: . p 
lz (q0(s)) i e'(s)ds � M(l + (f2 ) 1.Bl( (f - 1),8 + 1 + � r 1 )zC f- t ).B+i+ : . 6 2 p 
Now , for b � 1 ,  x � 2b, and µ >  0, 
1.· r"(s)ds � 2µ 1.· (8'(s))- t+½ ds - µ21.· (q0(s)) f 8'(s)ds � 2µA - µ2 B, 
with 
and 
For µ =  A/B we get 
with 
Choose 6 = ln 2/ ln x so that x- 6 = ½- Then we have 
So 
which is a positive value independent of b. Hence 
/.
"" 
r"(s)ds = oo. 
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If /3 = 1 and 2 < p $ 4, then we can add the following. 
(Theorem). Let 2 < p $ 4. Suppose that J:(-q1 (s))+ ds $ kz� for a positive constant k . 
Then the equation (7. 1), -(zy' (z))' + q1 (z)y(z) = 0, a $  z < oo, is limit-point L,, [a , oo) . 
Proof. We· proceed as in the proof of the case when /3 < 1 except for the following changes . 
and 
( 1 1 
1. .a. ) 
8(z) - lJ(b) $ 8(z) - 8(a) $ 1r 2k :a (ln(z/a) ) :a z • + 2 . 
Consider b � max {ae , 1} and O < a $. b < z < oo, so that 
8(z) $ M(ln(z/a)) ½zt  
for a positive constant M independent of b .  Define, for 6 > 0 ,  
E6 = { s : s E [b , z] and 8'(s) > M(ln(z/a) ) ½ztH /(z - b)} 
and 
E6 = {s : s E [b , z] and lJ' (s) $ M(ln(z/a)) ½;!H/(z - b)} . 
Then , for z � 2b , 
/.
.r
(lJ' (s) )- i+½ds � J, (8'(s))- i+½ ds 
b E; 
� (�)f+ ½ (M>- i+ ½ (ln(x/a)) ½(- f+½>z¼+ f- ½6( !- 1 >( 1 - z- 6 ) . 
Also, 
Thus for b � max {ae, 1} , z � 2b , and µ >  0, 
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with 
and 
B = M( l + (� )( �  + �)- 1 ){ln(x/a)) ½zf + � .  
For µ =  A/B, 
with 
Choose 6 = In 2/ In x so that x-6 = ½ and 
for b � max {ae, 1} and x � 2b. Thus, for 2"- 1a � max {ae , 1 } ,  
Hence, for k such that 21 - 1a � max {ae, 1 } ,  
For p � 4 ,  
and so 
E. n- 1 diverges 
n:k 
J.00 r"(s)ds = oo. 
Another set of conditions that imply equation (7 . 1 ) is limit-point Lp were found, for 1 < p < 2. 
Theorem 22. Consider the equation (7. 1} -(q0(x)y' (x))' + q1 (x)y(x) = 0, a �  x < oo, and let 
1 < p < 2. Suppose that there exist positive and continuously differentiable functions p( x) and 
g(x) on [a , oo) and a positive real number k such that 
{i) -p(x)q1 (x) � k and (p(x))- ½ lp'(x) l (qo(x)) ½ � k 
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(ii) j g'(x) I $ k and g(x)(qo(x)p(x))- ½ $ k 
(iii) fa
00
(p(x))½ (qo(x))- ½ (g(x))<2-P)!Pdx = oo. 
Then the equation (7. JJ. is limit-point L,, [a, oo). 
Proof. Suppose that y(x) is a non-trivial solution of the equation (7. 1). If y(z) > 0, then 
and 
p(x )(qo(x )y' (x))y(x ) ly(x ) IP-
2 = p(x )(qo(x )y' (x ))(y(x ))P-
1 
(p(x )(qo(x )y' (x ))y(x ) ly(x)IP-2 )' = p(x )(qo(x )y' (x))(p - l)(y(x ))P-2y'(z) 
+ p(x)(qo(x)y'(x))'(y(x))P- 1 
+ p' (x)(qo(x)y' (x))(y(x))P- l 
= (p - l)p(x)qo(x)ly' (z) l
2
1y(x) l"-
2 
+ p(x)q1 (x)ly(x) I" 
+ p'(x)qo(x)y'(x)y(x)ly(x)l"-2 • 
If y(x) < 0 ,  then 
and 
p(x)(qo(x )y'(x ))y(x) ly(x ) l"-
2 = p(x )(qo(x )y' (x ))y(x)(-y(x ))P-
2 
= -p(x)(qo(x)y'(x))(-y(x))P-
1 
(p(x )(qo(x )y'(x ))y(x )ly(x)l"-2)' = -p(x )(qo(x )y'(x ))(p - 1)(-y(x ))"-2 ( �y'(x )) 
- p(x)(qo(x )y'(x ))'(-y(x ))"-
1 
- p'(x )(qo(x )y'(x ))(-y(x ))P- l 
= (p - l)p(x)qo(z)ly'(x)l2 ly(x) l'- 2 
+ p(x)q1 (x)ly(x)IP 
+ p'(x)qo(x)y'(x)y(x)ly(x) l"- 2 • 
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By Theorem 19, y(x) has a finite number of zeros on the interval [a, t] ,  for a < t < oo. Either 
of two possibilities could occur. The first is that y( x) has only a finite number, if any, of zeros 
on [a , oo ). The second is that y(x) has an infinite number of zeros on [a, oo ). In the first case 
let n be the number of zeros y(x) has on [a, oo). If n = 0, then y(x) is either strictly positive or 
strictly negative on (a, oo). In which case 
and 
(p - l)p(x)qo(x)ly'(x)l
2 ly(x)l11-
2 = (p(x)(qo(x)y'(x))y(x)ly(x)IP-
2)' 
- p(x )q1(x )ls,(x )IP 
-_p'(x )qo(x )y' (x )y(x )ly(x)IP-
2 
(p - 1) l p(:r)qo(:r) ly'(:r)l2 ly(:r)l'-2d:r = l!p(:r)qo(:r)y'(:r)y(:r)ly(:r) l'- 2 
+ l -p(:r)q,(:r) ly(:r)l'd:r 
+ l -p' (:r )qo(:r )y' (:r )y(:r )ly(:r )1•- 2d:r, 
for a <  t < oo. If n > 0, then y(x) has zeros, say t1, t2, . . . , tn , with 
for tn < t < oo. (If  n = 1, -this is a = t0 � t1 < t2 = t.) In which case y(x) is either strictly 
positive or strictly negative on the interiors of each of the intervals 
Since on the interiors of the intervals 
(p - l)p(x)qo(x)ly'(x)l
2 l y(x)IP-
2 = (p(x)(qo(x)y'(x))y(x)ly(x)l'-
2
)' 
- p(x)q1 (x ) ly(x )IP - p'(x )qo(x )y' (x )y(x )ly(x )IP-2 , 
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we have 
1
t n+
l 1,. (p - 1) 4 p(x)qo (x) ly'(x) l
2
1y(x) IP-2dx = (p - 1) � ti.-i  p(x)qo(x) ly'(x) l
2
1y(x) l'-2dx 
n
+
l 
= I: l !:_1 p(x)qo(x)y' (x)y(x) ly(x) l'-2 
i = l  
n +1
1
t ,. 
+ � '•-• -p(x)q1 (x) ly(x) l"dx 
n
+
l 1,. + I: · -p'(x)qo(x)y'(x)y(x) ly(x) l'-
2dx . 
i=l  h- 1 
Since y(tk ) = 0, for k = 1 ,  2, . . .  , n we get 
(p - 1) l p(.r)qo(.r) ly'(.r) l2 ly(.r) l'-2dx = l�p(.r)qo(.r)y'(.r)y(.r)ly(x) lp-2 
+ l -p(x)q1 (x) ly(x) l'dx 
+ l -p'(x)qo(x)y'(x)y(x) ly(x) l'-2dx . 
In the sec<?nd case let t 1 , t2 , . . .  , tn , . . .  with 
be all the zeros of y(x) on [a , oo) . We have that 
lim tn = oo. 
n-oo 
On the interiors of the intervals 
[a , ti] , [ti ,  t2] , , , ,  1 [tn-1 ,  tn] , . , ,  
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y( x) is either strictly positive or strictly negative. In which case 
J.
t n n 
i
t" 
(p - 1) p(x ) qo(x ) ly'(x ) l2 1y(x )IP- 2dx = ( p - 1)  E p(x ) qo(x ) ly'(x ) l2 1y(x ) l"-2dx 
. (I k = l  t1r- 1 
. 
n 
= E l!:_ 1 p( z) qo( z)y'( z)y( z) ly( z) l'-2 
k = l  
n it• 
+ � ,._: -p'(x ) qo(x )y'(x )y(x ) ly(x ) l"-2dx 
J.t" 
= -p( a) qo( a)y'( a)y( a) ly( a)l"- 2 + a -p(x ) q1(x ) l y(x ) l"dx 
!.'" + 0 -p'(x ) qo(x )y'(x )y(x ) ly(x ) IP-2 dx . 
Assume that condition (i) holds and that y(z) is L p [a , oo), in particular that 
l"' iy( z) l'dz :S M <  oo, 
for a positive real number M. By (i) 
so that 
and by ( ii) 
so that 
J.' -p( z) q,( z) ly( z) l'dz :S l:M, 
I - p'(x ) qo(x )I = IP'(x ) l qo(x ) = ( p(x ))- ½ IP'(x ) l( qo(x ))½ ( p(x ) qo(x )) ½ 
� k( p(x ) qo(x )) ½ , 
[ -p'( z) qo {z)y '( z)y( z) ly( z) i•- 2 dz :S [ ip'( z) l qo( z) li/( z) l ly( z) i•-'dz 
= J.' (p( z) )- ½ lp'( z  ) I ( qo( z) ) ½ (( p( z  ) qo {z )) ½ li/( z  ) l ly( z ) I C.-2>12)( ly( z  ) I f  )dz 
:S I: (J.' p( z) qo( z) li/( z) l2 iy( z) l•-2 dz) ½ (J.' iy( z) l'dz) ½ 
:S kM ½ (J.' p( z) qo( z) li/( z) i2 1y( z) l'-2dz) 
½ 
. 
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In the first case, when y( x) has finitely many zeros on [a, oo), 
(p - 1) [ p(:r)qo{:r) !y'(x) l2 ly(:r) IHd:r = l�p(:r)qo{:r)y' (:r)y{:r) !y{:r) l"-2 
+ l -p(x)q, (x)ly(x) j"dx 
If it were that 
+ 1' -p'(:r)qo(:r)y'(:r)y(:r) !y(:r) l'- 2d:r 
� l�p(x)qo(x)y' (x)y(x) ly(x)l'-2 
+ kM + kM ½ ([ p(:r)qo(:r) ly'(x) l
2 ly(:r) l':..2d:r) ½ . 
then it would follow that 
lim p(t)qo (t)y'(t)y(t ) ly(t) l'- 2 = oo. 
t-oo 
In which case there exists b ,  a �  b < oo, such that 
y'(t)y(t) > 0, 
for t � b. Then y(t) > 0 and y'(t) > 0 or y(t ) � 0 and y'(t) < 0 ,  for t � b. In either case ly(t ) l  
would be increasing on b � t < oo, 
violating 1"° ly(x) l'dx < oo.  
Hence, in the first case, i f  condition (i) holds and ft ly(x) IPdx < oo, then 
1"° p(:r)qo{:r) ly'(x) l 2 ly(x) l"-2d:r < oo. 
In the second case, when y(x) has infinitely many zeros on [a, oo), 
(p - 1 ) l" p(:r)qo(:r) !y'(:r)l 2 ly(x)l'°"2d:r = -p(a)qo{a)y' (a)y(a) !y(a) l'- 2 
. 
+ [" -p(x)q,(x) lv(x) l'dx 
1, .. + a -p'(x)qo(x) ly'(x) l2 ly(x) l'�2dx 
� -p(a)qo (a)y'(a)y(a) ly(a) l'-2 + kM 
+ kM ½ ([" p{:r)qo{:r) !y'(x) l
2 1y(:r) l'-2d:r) ½ . 
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Using 
and the inequality above we can conclude that in the second case, also, if condition (i) holds 
and ft ly(x) IPdx < oo, then 
Assume, in addition, that condition (ii) holds. We have that 
so 
( ly(x) I" )' = PIY(x) l"-
2
y(x)y' (x) · 
(g(x) ly(x) I" )' = g(x)ply(x) l"-
2
y(x)y' (x) + g'(x) ly(x) IP . 
g(t) j y(t) j• = g(a) jy(a) I' + J.' (g(x) jy(x) l')'dx 
:S g(a) jy(a) j• + J.' pg(x) jy'(x) I I Y(x) lp- 1 dx 
+ J.' 1u'(:r) l l y(x) I' d:r . 
J.' g(:r ) ly' (:r ) l ly(:r ) 1•- 1d:r = J.' g(x )(p(:r )qo(:r »-½ ({p(:r )qo( :r)) ½ IV( :r ) l ly(:r ) l<•- 2>12)( IY( :r ) 1'12)d:r 
:S k (l p(:r)qo(:r) ly'(:r) l2 j y(:r) i•-2d:r) ½ (l jy(:r) l'd:r) ½ 
and 
This gives us 
J.' lu'{:r) l ly(:r) i•d:r :S k J.' jy(:r) l'dx . 
g(t ) ly(t) I" :5 L, a :5 t < oo, 
with L a positive constant independent of t .  
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Now, suppose that the equation (7 . 1) is limit-circle Lp [a , oo). (We will show this supposition 
contradicts the inclusion of condition (iii).) Let. y1 (x) and y2(x) be two independent real solutions 
of (7. 1) such that 
qo(x)(y1 (x)1/2(x) - !/2 (x)y2(x)) = 1, 
1"" IY1(x)l'dx < co, and 1"" IY2(x)l'dx < co. 
Then we have 
(p(x)) ½ (qo(x n- ½ IY1 (x )y2(x ) l(p-l)/2 
Thus 
= (p(x)) ½ (qo(x))- ½ IY1 (x )y2(x )l(p-2)l2qo(x )(Y1 (x)1/2(x) - Vi (x )Y2(x)) 
= Y1 (x ) IY1 ( x )I J- t (p(z )qo(x )) ½ 11/2( x )I I Y2( x )l(p-2)!2 
- Y2(x ) IY2(x )I f- l (p(x )qo( x )) ½ IY� (x ) I IY1 (x )l(p-2)/2. 
J.'(p(x)) ½(qo(x))- ½ IY1(x)112(x)l(p-
2)/2dx $ (J.' IY1(x)l'dx) ½ (J.' p(x)qo(x)h/(x)l2 1y(z)l'-2dz) ½ 
+ (J.' 1 !12(z)l'dz) ½ (J.' p(z)qo(z)ly'(z)l2 ly(z)l'-2dz) ½ 
< 00 . 
Furthermore , 
(p(x )) ½ (qo(z))- ½ (g(x ))<2-p)/2 = (p(x))½ (qo(x n- ½ IY1 (x)y2(x)1<,-2>12(g(x ) IY1 (x )Y2(x ) I f )<2-p)/p · 
From the previous estimation 
for a positive constant L. This would yield 
< oo, 
contradicting condition (iii). 
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Chapter III 
Interval Limit-point Lp Criteria 
10.  Make the substitution 
M(x) = (W(x))-2 
into the theorem of Levinson. Conditions (i) , (ii) , and (iii) can be rewritten as 
(i) -q1 (x)(W(x))2 � k 
(ii) J000 (qo(x))- ½ W(x)dx = oo 
{iii) l (qo(x)) ½ W'(x) I � ½k, 
An observation by Read is  that allowing W(x) to be non-negative instead of positive yields 
interval-type criteria. 
Theorem 23. Equation (7. 1} is limit-point L2 [a , oo) if there exists a non-negative and locally 
absolutely continuou_s function W(x) on [a , oo) and a positive constant k such that 
{i) -q1 (x)(W(x)) 2 � k 
(ii) J000 (qo(x))- ½ W(x)dx = oo 
{iii) (qo(x ))½ IW'(z) I  � k almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
Evans and Zettl proved a variety of interval limit-point L2 criteria for the operator My = 
-(q0 y')' + q1 y in [7]. The following interval criteria was found by adapting the construction of 
the function w(x) used in the proof of their Corollary 2. 
Theorem 24. Let Im , m = 1, 2 ,  . . .  be a sequence of disjoint closed intervals in [a , oo), Qm = 
J1.,. (qo(x)) - ½ dx, and let Rm, m = 1 ,  2, . . .  be a sequence of positive real numbers. Suppose the 
following conditions hold for a positive real number k .  
(a) -q1 (x)R�Q� � k, for x E Im , m = 1 ,  2 ,  . . . · 
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(c) Rm � k ,  for each m . .  
Then equation (7. 1} is limit-point L2 [a , oo ) .  
Proof. Let Im = [om , ,Bm] ,  for m =  1 ,  2 ,  . . . . For m =  1 ,  2 ,  . . .  define 
{ 
J:...(qo(s))- ½ ds, Om � z � 'Ym 
Wm(x) = J:• (qo(s))- ½ ds, 'Ym � z � /Jm 
0, - otherwise 
with -ym being defined by J:: (qo(s))- ½ds = J�: (qo(s))- ½ ds = ½Qm . Let W(x) = E:=l Rm Wm (x). 
We show that if conditions (a) , (b) , and (c) hold, then conditions (i) ,  (ii) , and (iii) of Theorem 
23 also hold with W(x) and k as above. For x E Im , 
W(x) = Rm Wm (x) 
where 
If x is not contained in Im , for any m, then W(x) = 0. So (W(x))2 � ¼R�Q� , for x E Im , 
and (W(x)) = 0 ,  if x is not contained in any interval Im . In which case -qi (x)R�Q� � k ,  for 
x E Im , implies 
for x E Im and q1 (x) � 0. If q1 (x) > 0, then the inequality 
still holds . Thus (a) implies (i). 
[ (qo(:rW ½ W(:r)d:r = [ (qo (:r))- ½ (E R...Wm (:r)) d:r 
= f: [" (qo(:r))- ½  R,,. Wm (:r)d:r 
m=l " 
00 1/J.,. = E Rm . (qo(x))- ½ Wm (x)dz. m=l a.,. 
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Now, 
To evaluate the integral fZ: (qo(z))-½ (f:Jqo(s))- ½ds) dz let 
F(z) = 1:,: (qo(s))- ½ds. 
a,,. 
Then 
F'(z) = (qo(z))- ½ 
and 
Likewise 
So 
and we have 
1
00 00 
1/J.. 
1 00 
(qo(z))- ½ W(z)dz = E Rm (qo(z))- ½ Wm (z)dz = 4 E RmQ� = oo. a . . m= l a.. m=l 
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Thus (b) implies (ii). We have 
Om < X < 'l'm 
{ 
(qo(x))- ½ , 
W�(x) = -{qo{x))- ½, 'l'm < x < Pm 
0, x < Om or x > Pm 
and W�(x) not defined at the points Om , 'l'm , and Pm · Now 
W'(x) = E Rm W�(x). 
m=l 
So 
00 00 
IW'(x)I = I L  Rm W�(x)I = E RmlW�(x)I = Rm l W�(x)I = Rm(qo(x)r ½ , 
m=l m=l 
for Om . < x < 'l'm or 'l'm < x < Pm , m = 1, 2, . . .  , with I W'(x)I = 0 otherwise except at the 
points Om , 'l'm , and /3m , m = 1, 2, . . . , where W'(x) is undefined. Thus 
(qo(x))- ½ I W'{x)I = Rm, 
for x E Im except at the points Om, 'l'm , and /3m , m = 1, 2, . . .  , and 
(qo{x))- ½ I W'(z)I = 0 
otherwise . Thus condition ( c) that 
Rm $ k, m = l, 2, . . . , 
implies condition {iii), that 
(qo(x))- ½ I W'(x)I $ k 
almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure. Hence, if conditions ( a), (b ), and ( c) hold, 
we can apply Theorem 23 with 
00 
W(x) = L Rm Wm(�) 
m:l 
to conclude that the equation (7. 1) is limit-point L2[a, oo). 
In the next example we use this inequality to estimate Qm . For real numbers x, y, and z 
{ 
(x + y)" - x" 2::'. yzz"-1, 
(x + y)" - x" 2::: yz(x + y)"-1, 
if z > 0, y 2::: 0, and z 2::: 1 
if x > 0, y 2::: 0, and O $ z < 1. {
10. 1) 
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To ·see that inequality ( 10. 1 ) holds do the following. Let 
and 
When z � 1 ,  
So 
When O :5 z < 1 ,  
so that 
F(y) = (x + y)' - z' , G(y) = yzz"- 1 , 
H(y) = yz(z + y)'- 1 . 
F(O) = G(O) = 0 and F'(y) = z(z + y)'- 1 � zz"- 1 = G'(y) . 
. {" f" F(y) = F(O) + lo F'(s)ds � G(O) + lo G'(s)ds = G(y) . 
F(O) = H(O) = 0 and z(z - 1) :5 0 , 
F'(y) = z(z + y)'- 1 � z(x + y)'- 1 + yz(z - l)(z + y)'-2 = H'(y) . 
So 
F(y) = F(O) + f F'(s)ds 2: H(O) + f H'(s)ds = H(y) . 
Example 13) Let q0 (x) = xf1 , with /J :5 1 ,  for 1 :5 z < oo. Let c, 6 , and le be real numbers 
such that O < g < 1 ,  6 � 0, g + 6 :5 1 ,  and le >  o: Let Im = [m + 6, m + 6 + c] ,  for m = 1 ,  2, . . . . 
If -q1 (x) :5 kz2-f3 , for x E Im , m = 1 ,  2, . . .  , then the equation {7. 1) -(xf1 y'(x))' + 
q1 (z)y(x) = 0, 1 :5 x < 00 1 is limit-point L2 [a ,  oo) . 
We show this by applying Theorem 24 with Rm = (m + 6 + c)f-1 /Qm and k replaced by 
max { k, C 1 } .  The intervals Im , m = 1 ,  2, . . .  are disjoint and of length !. Q� = J1,,. (qo (z))- ½dz = 
J;::66+c z-Pl2dz = ( 1 - f ) -l ((m + 6  + c)1-/J/2 - (m + 6)1-i'/2 ) . By inequality ( 10 . 1) , if /3 :5 0, 
(m+6+c)1 - i - (m+6) 1- ¾  � c(l - f  )(m+6)- ¾ , and if O < /J � 1 , (m+6+c) 1 - i -(m+6) 1 - i  � 
c(l - f)(m + 6 + c)- ¾ .  If /J :5 0, Qm = (1 - f  )- 1 ((m + 6 + c) 1- ¾  - (m + 6) 1- ¾ )  � c(m + 6)- ¾ , 
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and if O < /3 � 1 ,  Qm � e(m + 6 + e)- ¾ .  So, if /3 � 0, Rm = (m + 6 + e)4-1 /Qm � 
(m + 6 + e)¾ - 1 /(e(m + 6)- ¾) = c- 1 (m + 6)i(m + 6 + e)f - 1 $ e- 1 , and if O < /3 � 1 ,  
Rm $ (m + 6 + e)i- 1 /(e(m + 6 + e)- 1) = c- 1 (m + 6 + e).B- 1 $ c- 1 . Now, if /3 � 0, 
RmQ;. = (m + 6 + e) ¾- 1 Qm � e(m + 6 + e)f- 1(m + 6)- ¾ = c((m + 6 + e)/(m + 6))f- 1 (m + 
6)- 1 � e(l + e/(1 + 6))¾- 1(m + 6)- 1 , and if O < /3 � 1 ,  RmQ;. = (m + 6 + e) f- 1Qm � 
c(m + 6 + e)! - 1(m + 6 + e)- ¾ = c(m + 6 + e)- 1 . We have then , for /3 $ 1 ,  E:=1 RmQ;. = oo. 
R;.Q':,. = (m + 6 + e}lf-2 so that -q1(x)R;.Q':,. $ k , for x E Im = [m + 6, m + 6 + e] ,  i� 
m = 1 ,  2 ,  . . . , then -q1 (x) $ k(m + 6 + e).B- 2 and -q1 (x)R;.Q':,. $ k , for x E Im , m = 1 ,  2 , . . . . 
Hence we have that for k �  e- 1 and Rm = (m + 6 + e) f- 1/Qm 
(a) -q1 (x)R;.Q':,. � k, for x E Im , m = 1 ,  2 , . . .  
(c) Rm $ k, for each m. 
Make the substitution 
M(x) = (q0(x))<P-2)IP(W(x))-2 
into the statement of conditions (i) , (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 16. Then conditions (i) , (ii) ,  and 
(iii) can be rewritten as 
(i) -Re(q1(x))(q0(x))<2-P)IP(W(x))2 � k(w(x)) ! and IIm(q1 (x)) l(qo(x))<
2-p)/P(W(x))2 � 
k(w(x))! 
(ii) there exists a measurable real function f(x) � 0 such that J:(l(x))P/(p-2)dx < oo, for t <  
t l. ( 
t /( ) )
(p-2)/p oo, and lim sup,_ 00 J0 (w(x)) • (q0(x)){l-p)/p W(x)/(x)dx/ fa (l(x))P P-
2 dx = 
00 
(iii) 1(2 - p)(qo(x))<1-p)/Pq�(x)W(x) + p(qo(x))¼ W1(x)I $ k(w(x))¼ .  
Again, allowing W(x) to be non-negative instead of positive yields interval type criteria. 
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Theorem 25. Let w(x) be a non-negative and continuous weight function on [a , oo) and let 
p > 2. Equation {1 . 1} is limit-point Lp[w(x); a, oo) if there exists a non-negative and locally 
absolutely continuous function W(x) on [a, oo) and a positive real number k such that 
(i) - Re(q1(x))(qo(x))<2-P)IP(W(x))2 $ k(w(x))! and llm(q1(z))l(qo(x))C
2-p)/P(W(z))2 $ . 
k(w(x))! 
(ii) there exists. a measurable real /unction f(x) � 0 such that J:(!(z))PICP-2)dz < oo, for t < 
f .1 ( )/ ( 
t 
/( )
(p-2)/p oo, and l�m supt-oo f0 (w(x)) • (qo(z)) l-p P W(x)f(x)dz/ /0 (/(z))P P-
2)dz = 
00 
(iii) 1 (2 - p)(qo(x))( l-p)/Pq�(x)W(x) + p(qo(x))¼ W'(x)I $ k(w(x))¼ almost everywhere with 
respect to Lebesgue measure on [a , oo) 
(iv) there exists a sequence of points t1 , t2, . . . with a $ 
.
t1 < t2 < t3 < . . .  and limn-co tn = 
oo such that W(tn ) = 0, for n = 1 ,  2, . . .  . 
The proof is done in nearly the same way as the proof of Theorem 16.  
Lemma 25. Let y(x) be a solution of equation {1. 1). Under the hypothesis that {i}, {iii}, and 
(iv) hold, if J; w(x)ly(x)IPdx < oo, then J; qo(x)(W(x))P h/(x)IPdx < oo. 
Proof Proceed exactly as in the proof of Lemma 16 until the result 
d 
dx (qo(z)u' (x)(qo(z) lu'(x) l )P-
2
) = (p - l)(qo(z) lu'(x) l)P-2(Re(q1 (z))u(x) - Im(q1 (z))v(z)) 
has been obtained . Express 
u(x )u' (x )(qo(x )(W(x ))P) lu'(z ) IP-
2 
as 
u(x )(( qo(x) )2-P(W(x) )P)( qo(x )u'(x )( qo(x )lu'(x )l)P-2). 
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Then 
( u(z )u'(z )(qo(z )(W(x ))P)l u'(z )IP-2)' 
= u(x )((qo(z ))2-P(W(z))P)(qo(z )u'(z )(qo(z ) lu'(z ) l)P-2)' 
+ u(x )((qo(z ))2-P(W(z ))P)'(qo(z )u'(z )( qo(z ) lu'(z )l)"-2) 
+ u'(x )((qo(x ))2-P(W(z )Y)(qo(z )u'(z )( qo(z ) lu'(z)l)"-2) 
= (p - l)Re(q1(z ))( qo(z ))<2-p)/P(W(z ))2( u(z ))2(qo(z)(W(z ))')CP-2)/P lu'(z ) IP- 2 
- (p - l)Im(q1(z ))(qo(z ))<2-p)/P(W(z))2( u(z )v(z)(qo(z)(W(z ))")CP-2)/P lu'(z ) IP-2 
+ (qo(x ))P- 1((qo(z ))2-P(W(z ))P)'u(z )u'(z) lu'(z ) IP-2 
+ qo(z)(W(z))P lu'(z)IP . 
The inequality above is understood to hold almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue ·measure. 
In particular everywhere �xcept at the points where W'(z) is undefined. After rearranging terms 
and integrating we have 
J.' 90(:z:)(W(:z:))' lu'(:z:)J'd:z: 
· . = · l!u(z)u'(z)qo(z)(W(z))P lu'(z)IP-2 
+ (p - 1) J.' (-Re( 91 ( :z: )))( 9o ( :z:) )<2-• )/p (W( :z:) )2 ( u( :z:) )2 ( qo( :z: )(W ( :z:) )' JCP-2)/p Ju' ( :z:) 1•-2 d:z: 
. + (p - 1) J.' (Im( 91 ( :z: )))( qo( :z:) )<2-• )/p (W ( :z: ))2 u( :z: )v( :z: )( qo( :z: )(W ( :z: ))• )CP-2)/p J u' ( :z: ) J•-2 d:z: 
- f.' (90(:z:)r 1((qo(:z:))2-•(W(:z:))')1u(:z:)u1(:z:)lu'(:z:)IP-2d:z:. ( 10.2) 
Given that condition (i) holds , 
So 
(p ..:. 1) [ (-Re(q1))(90)<2-•>1•(W)2(u)2(qo(W)')CP-2>1• iu' l•-2d:z: 
$ (p- l)A: J.' ( w)f lu l2(qo(W)•)CP-2)/p lu' l•-2d:z: 
(1t ) : (1t ) (p-2)/p $ (p - l)k a wlu lPdx a qo(W)P lu' IPdx 
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and 
Now 
(p - 1) J.' (Im(q1 ))(qo)<2-•)/P(W)2uv(qo(W)')(p-2)/P j u' j•-2dz 
$ (p - l )A: [ (w)t l u l l v l (qo(W)')<P-2)/• ju' j•-2dz 
( 
t 
) .l. 
( 
t 
) .l. 
t (p-2)/p 
$ (p - l)k /. wju j•dz ' /. wjv j•dz ' (/. to(W)' ju' j"dz) 
(qo(x ))P- 1 ((qo (x))2-P(W(x ))P)' = (qo(x))P- 1 ((q0(x ))2-Pp(W(z ))"- 1 W'(x) 
+ (2 - p)(qo(z))1-Pq�(z)(W(x))P )  
= ((2 - p)(q0(x))< 1-p)/Pq�(z)W(x) 
+ p(qo(x)) ¼ W'(x))(q0(z))(p- l)/P(W(x))P-1 . 
So, by condition (iii) , 
almost everywhere on [a , oo) , except where W' is undefined. We have then 
-J.' (qo)'- 1 ((qo)2-•(W)')'uu' lu' l•-2dz $ J.' j (qo)'-1 ((qo)2-•(W)')' l l u l lu' j•- 1 dz 
$ k J.' ((w) ¼ ju l)((qo)(p- t )/P(Wr' ju' j•- 1 )dz 
(f.t ) ; (J.t ) 
(p- 1 )/p 
� k a w lu lPdx a qo(W)P l u' IPdx 
Inserting the inequalities above into ( 10.2) we get 
l qo( z )(W( z ))' ju'(z ) l'dz $ I� u(z )u'( z )qo( :r )(W(z ))' ju'(z ) 1•-2 
( 
t .a. t (p-2)/p 
+ (p - l)k /. w(z) ju(z) l'dz ) '  (/. qo(z)(W(z))' lu'(z ) l'dz) 
( t ) ; ( t ) ; ( t 
) (p- 2)/p 
+ (p - l)k 1 w(z) lu(z) l'dz 1 w(:r) jv(:r) j•dz 1 qo(:r)(W(z))' lu'(:r) j'dz 
(1t ) ¼ (1' ) (p-
1)/p 
+ k a w(x) l u(xWdz a qo(z)(W(x))P lu'(x)IPdx (10.3) 
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Suppose that 
J.00 w(x)ly(x)l'dx $ B < oo 
for a positive real number B. Then 
J.00 w(x)lu(x)l'dx $ B and J.00 w(x)lv(x)l'dx $ B, 
also. For tn such that 
W(tn ) = 0, 
we have from (10.3) that 
f.t
,. (f.t,. ) (p- 2)/p 
a 
qo(x)(W(x))P lu'(x)IPdx � 2(p - l)kB ; 
a 
qo(x)(W(x))P lu'(x)IPdx 
+ kB ¼ (J.'" qo(x){W(�))" l�'(x)l'dx) (,- 1)/p 
After dividing both sides of the inequality above by 
we have 
Letting 
this is 
or 
(f.t,. ) (p-2)/p 
a 
qo(W)P lu'IPdx 
A =  (J.'" qo(W)' lu'l'dx) ' 
A2 � 2(p- l)kB � + kB ¼A 
-A2 - kB ¼A - 2(p- l)kB � � 0. 
Using the quadratic formula we can determine 
A� (kB ¼ + ((kB¼ )2 + 8(p- l)kB!)½)/2 = ((k + (k2 + 8(p- l)k)½ )/2)B ¼ 
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or that 
J.'" qo(W)' lu' l'dz � ((k + (k2 + 8(p - l)A:) ½ )/2)' B. 
Assuming condition (iv) holds, 
so 
tn -+ oo as n -+ oo, 
[" qo(z)(W(z))' lu'(z) l'dz = nl!_.'?,,, J.'" qo(z)(W(z))" lu'(z) l' dz 
� ((k + (k2 + 8(p - l)k) ½ )/2)P B. 
By the same reasoning 
['" qo(z)(W(z))' lv'(z) l'dz < oo. 
It follows 
[" qo(z)(W(z))' lr/(z) l'dz < oo 
and Lemma 25 is proved . 
Now, suppose in addition (ii) holds and the equation ( 1 . 1 ) 
-(qo(x)y'(x))' + q1(z)y(x) = 0, a �  x < oo, 
is  limit-circle Lp [w; a,  oo). Let y1 (x) and y2(x) be two independent solutions of ( 1 . 1) with 
After multiplying both sides of qo(z)(y1 (z)l/2 (z) - Yt (x)y2(z)) = 1 by 
( w(x )) ¼ (q0 (x ))<l-p)f PW(x )/(z) 
and integrating we have 
1t 1. 1. l. 1. a ((w(x)) " Y1 (z))((qo(z)) ,. W(z)1/2(z))/(x) - ((qo (z)) • W(x)!/2 (z))((w(z)) • y2(z))/(x))dz 
= J.' (w(z)) l(q0 (z))<'-p)/P W(z)/(z)dz . 
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By applying Holder's inequality with exponents p, p, and p/(p - 2) we can bound the lefthand 
side of the equality above by 
And thus . 
( 
t l. 
( 
t l. t (p- 2)/p J. wlyi JPdr) • J. qo(W)" l!/2 1Pdr) ' (J. plCP-2ldr) 
( 
t 
) 
l. 
( 
t 
) 
l. 
( 
t · (p- 2)/p 
+ J. qo(W)" IYJ. IPdr • J. wl112 IPdr • J. plCP-2>dr) 
By Lemma 25, if 
then 
This contradicts 
["' 9o(W)" IYJ. IPJ,: < oo and J."" 9o(W)" l!/2 1•dr < oo. · 
J.f ( f ) (p- 2)/p lim sup w¼(q0)(l -p)/PWfdx/ J. p/(p-2)dz = oo. 
i-oo a . a 
Hence equaiton ( 1.1) is not limit-circle Lp [w(x); a, oo) and Theorem 25 is proved. 
Theorem 26 Let w( x) be a non-negative and �on tin uous weight function on [a , oo) and let 
p > 2. Let Im = [O'm , /3m] ,  m = 1 ,  2, . . . be a sequence of disjoint inten1als contained in [a , oo) 
such that O'm -+ oo as m -+ oo, and let µm be the length of Im for each m = 1 ,  2 , . . . . Let 
Qm = f1Jw(x))l(qo(x))(l-p)/Pdx, a�d let Rm and Sm , m = 1, 2, . . .  be two sequences of 
positive real numbers. Suppose the following conditions hold for a positive real number k .  
for x E Im , m = 1 ,  2, . . . 
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(b) lim supn-oo E::i:1 RmQ-:nsm / (E::i:1 µm(Sm )P/(p-2)) (p-
2)/p = 00 
(c) Rm(qo (x))<2-p)/p � k and RmQm(qo(x))(l-p)/P lq�(x)I � k(w(x))¼ for x E Im , m = 
1 ,  2, . . . . 
Then equation (1 . 1) is limit-point Lp [w(x); a ,  oo). 
Proof. For m = 1 ,  2 ,  . . . define 
{ 
J;Jw(s)) ¼ (qo(s))<
1-p)/Pds, Om � z � 'Ym 
Wm(x) = J:• (w(s))¼ (qo(s))(l-_p)/Pds, 'Ym � z � /Jm 
0 ,  otherwise 
with 'Ym being defined by 
Let 
W(x) = L Rm Wm(x) 
m=l 
and 
/(x) = {
· Sm , · 
0 ,  
if  z E Im , m = 1 ,  2 ,  . . .  
if x is not contained in any Im. 
We show that if conditions (a), (b), and (c) hold , then conditions (i) , (ii) , and (iii) of Theorem 
25 also hold with W(x) defined as above and k enlarged to ( !p- l)k. Condition (iv) of Theorem 
25 holds since W(x) = 0, for /Jm < x < Om+l , and /Jm --+ oo as m -+  oo. For z E Im , 
W(x) = RmWm(z) 
where 
1"Y"' 1. Wm (x) � 
0
"' (w(s)) , (qo (s))<1-P)IPds 
= 1/J,. (w(s))¼ (q0(s))<1-p)/Pds 
-y,. 
= 2Qm , 
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If z is not contained in Im , for any m, then W(z) = 0. So 
for z E Im , and 
(W(z)) = 0,  
if z is not contained in any interval Im . In which case 
for z E Im , implies 
. . . 1 
-Re(q1 (z ))(qo (z ))<2-p)/P(W(z ))2 $ -Re(q1 (z ))(q0(z))<2-P)IP ( 4R�Q�) 
if Re(q1 (z)) $ 0, and 
for z E Im , implies 
1 .a $ 4k(w(z)) " 
$ k(w(:r:)): , 
llm(q1 (z )) l (qo(z ))<2-p)f P(W(z))2 $ llm(q1 (z)) l(qo(z))<2-p)f P (i  R�Q� ) 
1 .a $ 4k(w(:r:)) " 
.a $ k(w(:r:)) , . 
If Re(q1 (z)) > 0, then the inequality -Re(q1 (z))(q0(z))<2-P)/P (W(z))2 $ k(w(:r:)) ! still holds . 
Thus (a) implies (i) . 
1/J,,. J. 
n 
1/J,,. J. (w(z)) ,. (q0(z))<1-P)/P W(z)/(z)dz = � (w(z)) , (q0(z))<1-P)IP W(z)/(z)dz a m=l a.,. 
= t 1'· (w(z)) ¼ (qo(z))<1-•>1• W(z)Smdz 
m:l a.,. 
= j; 1:.· (w(z)) ¼ (qo(z))(l-p)/p R.. Wm (.r)Sm d.r 
= t R..Sm 1'· (w(z)) ¼ (qo(z))(l-p)/P Wm (z)dz . 
m=l a,,. 
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Now, 
1./Jm 
.1 
J.
"Ym 
.1 
a,.. (w(x)) , (qo (x))<
1-p)fPWm (x)dx = a,.. (w(x)) , (q0(x))<
1-p)/PWm (x)dx 1/J... .1 + -y,.. (_w(x)) , (qo (x))<1-p)/p wm (x)dx . 
We have 
!.")'... 
.1 
a.,. (w(x)) , (qo(x))<
1-p)/PWm (x)dx 
!.")'... .1 (!.% .1 ) 
= a.,. (w(x)) , (qo(x))<
1-p)/p a.,. (w(x)) , (q0(s))<
1-P)IPds dx 
= I!:, � (L (w{:r)) ¼ (qo(•))<1-p)/Pds) 2 
- ! 2 
- s Qm .  
Likewise 
So 
1
/3... .1 ( w(x)) , (qo(x ))< l-p)/pWm (x )dx 
-y,.. 
1"Ym .1 (1% .1 ) = a.,. (w(x)) , (qo(z))(l -p)/p ,,.,. (w(s)) , (q0(s))< 1-P)IPds dx. 
1
/3... 
. 1 (w(x)) ¼ (qo(x))<1-p)/P Wm (x)dx = -Q� ,  -y.,. 8 
also, and 
Hence 
J.� 
n 
J.� (w(x)) ¼ (qo(x))<1-p)/P W(x)f(x)dz = E RmSm (w(x)) ¼ (qo (x))<1-p)fPWm (x)dz a m=l a ... 
1 n 
= 4 E RmQ�Sm . m=l 
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Also 
Thus 
So 
implies that 
· 
1/Jn n 1/JfA (f(z))P/(p-2)dz = L (f(x))Pl<P-2)dz 
a m=l OM 
= t l'• (Sm flCP-2>dz 
m:l OJA 
n 
= L (,Bm - Om )(Sm )'/(p-2) 
m=l 
n 
= L µm(Sm)p/(p-2) . 
m=l 
fJ 
( 
fJ 
) (p-2)/p 1 " (w(z)) ¼ (q0 (z))< 1-p)/P W(z)/(z)dz/ 1 · (f(x))"l(P-2)dz 
n 
( 
n 
) 
(p- 2)/p 
= 
� E R.,.Q',,. Sm/ E Pm (Sm)"/(p-2) 
n 
( 
n 
) 
(p-2)/p 
lim sup L RmQ-:nsm/ L µm(Sm )P/(p-2) = 00 
n-oo m=l m=l 
fJ. , ( fJ,. ) (
p-2)/p 
lim supl (w) ! (q0)<1-,)IP W/dx/ 1 (f)Pl(P-2)dz = oo. 
n-oo a a 
It follows that condition (b) implies condition (ii) . We have 
{ 
(w(z)) ¼(qo(z))<1-,)IP , Om < z < "Ym 
W�(z) = -(w(z)) ¼ (qo (z))(l-p)/P , im < z < f3m 
0,  z < Om or z > /3m 
and W� ( x) not defined at the points Om , 'Ym , and Pm . 
00 
W'(z) = L Rm W� (x) . 
m:l 
So 
00 00 
IW'(x) I = I L  Rm W�(x) I = L Rm lW� I  = Rm(w(z)) ¼ (qo (z))< 1-p)/P ,  
m=l m=l 
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for Om < x < im or im < x < f3m , m = 1 ,  2, . . .  , and 
IW'(x) I = 0 
otherwise except at the points Om , im , and /3m , m = 1 ,  2, . . .  , where W'(x) is undefined . Thus 
(qo (x)) ¼ IW'(x) I  = Rm(w(x)) ¼ (qo(x))<2-,>1, , 
for x E Im , except at the points Om , im , and /3m , m = 1 ,  2 ,  . . .  , and 
(qo(x)) ¼ IW'(x) I = 0 
otherwise . Thus condition (c) , that 
Rm(qo(x))<2-p)/p 5 k and Rm Qm(qo(x))<
1
-p)/P lq�(x)I 5 k(w(x)) ¼ , 
for x E Im , m = 1 ,  2, . . .  , implies that 
(qo(x)) ¼ IW'(x) I = Rm(w(x)) ¼ (qo (x))<2�p)/p 5 k(w(x)) ¼ 
and 
for x E Im , m = 1 ,  2, . . .  , except at the points Om , im , and /3m , m = 1 ,  2 ,  . . .  , where W'(x) and 
the inequality (qo(x))¼ IW'(x)I 5 k(w(x))¼ is undefined . 
(qo(x)) ¼ IW'(x) I = 0 and (qo(x))<1-p)/P lq�(x) IW(x) = 0 , 
if x is not contained in Im for any m. So 
1 (2 - p)(qo(x))<1-p)_/Pq�(x)W(x) + p(qo(x)) ¼ W'(x)I 
5 (p - 2)(qo(x))<1-p)/P lq�(x) IW(x) + p(qo(x)) ¼  IW'(x) I  
1 .1. .1. 3 .1. 
5 2 (p - 2)k(w(x)) , + pk(w(x)) ,. = (2p - l)k(w(x)) , , 
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except at the points Om , 'Ym , and f3m , m = 1 ,  2, . . . . We h·ave condition ( c) implies condition 
(iii) , that 
1 (2 - p)(qo(x))<1-p)/Pq�(x)W(x) + p(qo(x)) ¼ W'(x) I $ (!p - l)k(w(x)) ¼ , 
. . . . 2 
almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure. Hence we can apply Theorem 25 to 
conclude that the equation ( I . I ) is limit-point Lp [w(x) ;  a, oo). 
Example 14) Let q0(x) = x/J , with f3 $ ¾ , for I $ x < oo. Let t, 6 ,  and k be real numbers 
such that O < g < 1 ,  c5 � 0, g + c5 $ 1 ,  and k > 0. Let Im = [m + c5, m + c5 + t] , for m =  1 ,  2, . . . . 
lf-Re(q1 (x)) $ kx ¼-/J and llm(q1 (x)) I  $ kx!-fJ ,  for x  E Im , m = 1 ,  2, . . .  , then the equation 
(1. 1} -(x/J y'(x))' + q1 (x)y(x) = 0, 1 $ x < oo, is limit-point Lp [a , oo), for p > 2. 
We show this by applying Theorem 26 with Rm = (m + c5 + t)((p- l )/p)/J- ! /Qm , Sm = (m + c5 + 
t)<2-P)/p , µm = t, w(x) = 1 ,  and k chosen large enough. 
First we do the case when /3 $ 0. For Rm = (m+c5+t)((p- l )/p)IJ- ! /Qm , (qo(x))<2-p)/p R�Q� = 
(x/J)(2-p)/P (m + c5 + t)2((p- l)/p)IJ- ! .  For x E Im , (xl' )<2-p)/p $ (m + o + t)«2-p)/p)/J . So, for 
x E Im , (qo(x))<2-P)IPR�Q� $ (m + c5 + t)«2-p)/p)/J (m + c5 + t)2((p- l)/p)tJ- ¼ = (m + c5 + t)t'- ! .  
Thus, if -Re(q1 (x)) $ kx ¼-/J , for x E Im , then -Re(q1 (x))(q0(x))<2-p)/p R�Q� $ kx ¼-1\m + 
c5 + tJP- ! $ k(m + c5 + t) !-P(m + c5 + t)I'- ! = k , for x E Im , Likewise, if 1Im(q1 (x)) I  $ kx!-fJ ,  
for x E Im , then IIm(q1 (x)) l (qo(x))<2-p)/p R�Q� $ k ,  for x E Im . Thus condition (a) holds. 
Qm = J1m (qo (x))( l-p)/Pdx = J:::66+£ z((l-p)/p)f3dx = ( 1+((1-p)/p),B)- 1 ((m+c5+c) 1+((l -p)/p)/J -
(m + c5) l+((l-p)/p)/J ) .  By inequality (IO . I ) ,  Qm � t(m + c5)(( l-p)/p)/J .  Now, RmQ� = (m + 
c5 + t,C(p- l )/p)/J- :Qm � t(m + c5 + t)((p- l )/p)/J- ! (m + c5)((l-p)/p)/J = t((m + 6)/(m + c5 + 
t))((l-p)/p)/J (m + c5 + t)- !  = t(l - t/(m + c5 + c))<( l-p)/p)/J (m + c5 + t)- !  � t(l - t/(1 + 
o + g))(( l-p)/p)f1 (m + c5 + t)- ! :  So, for Sm = (m + c5 + t)<2-p)/p , RmQ�Sm � e(l - c/( 1  + c5 + 
c))((l-p)/p)/J (m + c5 + c)- ! (m + c5 + c)<2-P)/p = c(l - c/(1 + c5 + g))((l-p)/p)/J (<
m,+ c5 + c)-1 and 
E:a=l RmQ� Sm � 
t(l - t/( 1  + c5 + t))((l-p)/p)/J E:a=l 
(m + c5 + c)- 1 . E:a=l 
µm (Sm )"/(p-2) = 
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E:=
l 
e:((m + 6 + e:)<'J-p)/P )P/(p-2) = e: E:=
l 
(m + 6 + e:)- 1 . Thus 
"'" R Q2 s I ("'" µ (S )P/(p-2)) (p-2)/p > L..Jm:1 m m m L..Jm:1 m m _ 
e:!  ( 1  - e:/( 1 + 6 + e:))((l-p)/p)P (E:=l 
(m + 6 + e:)- 1 ) !  and condition (b) holds. 
For x E Im , Rm(qo(x))<2-p)/p = ((m + 6 + e)((p-l)/p)/1- ; /Qm )(zl1)<2-p)/p � ((m + 6 + 
e:)((p- l)/p)J3- ; /(e:(m+6)«1-p)/p)f1 ))(m+6+e:)«2-,)/p)/1 � e:- 1 (m+6+e:)< ¼)/1- ; (m+6)((p- l)/p)/1 = 
e- 1 ( 1  - e:/(m + 6 + e))((p-l)/p)/1 (m + 6 + e:)f1- ! � e- 1 ( 1 - e:/(1 + 6 + e:))((p-l )/p)f1( 1  + 6 + e:t- r 
For x E Im , RmQm (qo(x))<1-p)/P lq�(x) I  = (m + 6 + e:)((p- l)/p)f1- i (z11)(l-p)/P j,Bz11- 1 I = I.Bl(m + 
6 + e:)((p- l)/p)P- ;z(})/1- l  � I.Bl(m + 6 + e:)<C,- l)/p)f1- ! (m + 6)< ¼)/1- l  = I.Bl ( l  - e:/(m .+ 6 + 
e:))< ¼)t1- 1 (m + 6 + e:)f1- !- 1 � I.Bl ( l  - e:/( 1  + 6 + e:))<¼ )/1- l( l  + 6 + e:t- !- 1 . Thus condition 
(c) , that Rm (qo(x))<2-p)/p � k and RmQm (qo(x))(l-p)/P jq�(x) I � k, for x E Im , holds with k 
enlarged , if needed , to 
max { e:- 1 ( 1  - e:/(1 + 6 + e:))«P- l)/p)/1 ( 1  + 6 + e:)f1- ;- i ,  I.Bl(l - e:/(1 + 6 + e:))< ¼)P- 1 ( 1  + 6 + e:)11- i- 1 } . 
Now, we do the case when O < ,8 � ; , 
(qo(x))<2-p)/p R�Q� = (z11)<2-p)/P (m + 6 + e:)2((p- l)/p)f1-¼ . For z E Im , (z11 )<2-p)/p � 
( m + 6)«2-p)/p)P . So (qo (x))<2-p)/p R�Q� � ( m + 6)H2-p)/p)/1 (m + 6 + e:)2((p-l)/p)f1- ¼  = ( 1  -
e:/(m + 6 + e:))H2-p)/p)f1 (m + 6 + e:t- ¼ � ( 1  - e:/(1 + 6 + e:))«2-p)/p)f1 (m + 6 + e:)f1- ¼ . Thus, 
if -Re(q1 (x)) � kx¼-P , for x E Im , then -Re(q1 (z))(q0(x))<2-P)/p R�Q� � k(l  - e:/(1 + 6 + 
e:))«2-p)/p)/1 x !-11 (m + 6 + e:)11- ¼ � k(l - e:/( 1 + 6 + e:))H2-p)/p)f1 (m + 6 + e:) ¼-11 ( m +  6 + e:)f1- ¼ = 
k(l - e:/(1 + 6 + e:))«2-p)/p)/1 , for x E Im , Likewise, if IIm(q1 (x)) I  � kz!-f1 , for x E Im , then 
llm(q1 (x)) l (qo(x))<2-P)/p R�Q� � k(l - c/(1 + 6 + c))«2-p)/p)tJ ,  for x E Im , Thus condition (a) 
holds. 
Qm = (1 + ((1 - p)/p),B>- 1 ((m + 6 + e:)l+((l-p)/p)/1 - (m + 6) 1+((l-p)/p)f1 ) .  By inequality 
( 10 . 1 ) ,  Qm � e:(m + 6 + e)((l-p)/p)/1 . Now, RmQ� = (m + 6 + e:)<C,- l)/p)f1- iQm � e:(m + 6 + 
e:)((p- l )/p)/1- ; (m+6+e:)«1-p)/p)/1 = e:(m+6+e:)- ! .  So, for Sm = (m+6+e:)<2-p)/p , RmQ�Sm � 
e:(m + 6 +e:r ! (m + 6 + e:)<2-p)/p = e(m+ 6 +e:)-1 and E::1 RmQ�Sm = e E::1 (m+ 6 + e:)-
1 . 
E::1 µm (Sm )P/(p-
2) 
= 
e E::1 (m+6+e:)-
1 . Thus E::1 RmQ2mSm /(E:=l µm
(Sm )P/(p-2) )(P-2)/p = 
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c:  (L�=l ( m + 6 + c)-
1 ) ;  and condition (b) holds . 
For x E Im , Rm (qo(x))<2-p)/p = ((m + 6 + c)«p- l)/p),B.: f /Qm )(z.B)<2-p)/p $ ((m + 6 + 
c)((p- l)/p)/3- ; /(c(m + 6 + c)((l-p)/p).B ))(m + 6)«2-P)/p).B = e- 1 (m + 6 + c)2((p- l)/p).B- f  (m + 
6)«2-p)/p)/3 = c- 1 c 1 - c/(m+6+c))«2-p)/p)/3 (m+6+cl- f  $ e- 1 ( 1 - c/(l +6+c))«2-p)/p)/3 ( 1+  
6 + c}"- ¼ .  For x E Im , RmQm (qo(x))<1-p)/P lq�(x) I  = l/31 ((m + 6 + c)<(p- l)/p).B- f z<¼).B-l . Since 
r., < 1 (l)a - 1 < (1)(1) - 1 < _ l and so for x E L z<¼ ).B- l < (m + 6)(¼ ).B- l . We fl _ p , p fl _ p p 2 , m , _ 
get, for x E Im , Rm Qm (qo(x))( l-p)/P lqh(x) I  $ I/Jl((m + 6 + c/(p- l )/p).B- f (m + 6)( ¼).B-l  = 
l/31 ( 1  - c/( m + 6 + c))< ¼ )/3- l  (m + 6 + ct- J- i $ 1/31 ( 1  - c/(1  + 6 + c))< ¼).B- 1 ( 1  + 6 + e).B- J- 1 • 
Thus condition (c) holds. We can apply Theorem 26 to get our result . .  
In the next section we make use of the following interval criteria. 
Example 15) Let q0(x) = x.B , with /3 $ 1, for 1 $ x < oo. Let £, 6, and k be real numbers such 
that O < £ < 1, 6 � 0, £ + 6 $ 1 ,  and k > 0. Let Im = [m + 6, m + 6 + c] , for m = 1 ,  2, . . . . If 
-Re(q1 (x)) $ kz2-/3 and 1Im(q1 (x)) I  $ kx2-/3 , then the equation {1. 1} -(zl3y' (x))'+q1 (x)y(x) = 
0, 1 $ x < oo, is limit-point L2 [a , oo). 
This is proven by showing that if equation ( 1 . 1) is considered instead of equation (7 .1) in Theo­
rem 23 then condition (i) can be replaced by -Re(q1 (x))(W(x))2 $ k and IIm(q1 (x)) l (W(x))2 $ 
k .  It follows that equation ( 1 . 1 )  can be considered in Theorem 24 with condition (a) being re­
placed by -Re(q1 (x))R�Q� $ k and 1Im(q1 (x)) IR�Q� $ k, for x E Im , m = l ,  2, . . . . Example 
15) follows in the same way as Example 13) did. 
1 1 .  When 
Im(q1 (z)) = µ,  
for a non-zero real number µ ,  the equation ( 1 . 1 )  
-(qo(x)y' (x))' + q1 (x)y(x) = 0,  a $  x < oo, 
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always has a non-trivial solution that is L2 [a, oo). When p =/; 2, the equation ( 1 . 1) may not have 
any non-trivial Lp [a , oo) solutions, even though Im(q1(x)) = µ =/; 0. 
When 1 < p < 2 consider the Euler equation 
-(x2y'(x))' + (� + iµ)y(x) = 0, 1 � x < oo, 
where � and µ =/; 0 are real numbers. 
are independent solutions of equation (1 1.1). When 1 < p < 2, no solutions 
y(x) = cyi(x) + dy2(x) 
of -(x2y')' + (A + iµ)y = 0, 1 � x < oo, are Lp [ l ,  oo) , if 
For a complex number A +  iB,  the following formula holds when B � 0. 
Consider when µ >  0. Then 
and equation (1 1.1) has no Lp [ l ,  oo) solutions if 
1 1 . 1_ 1 ½ 1 2 2) 
½ 
( 
1 
)) 
1_ 1 
- - - Re((- + � +  1µ)"2") = -- - (2)- (((- + �) + µ + - + � "2" > -- .  2 4 2 4 4 - p 
That is when 
or equivalently 
½ 1 ½ 1 ½ 1 1 
(2)- (((- + �)2 + µ2) + (- + �)) < - - -
4 4 - p 2 
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( 1 1 .1) 
(1 1.2) 
and 
Hence for 
2 1 1 )2 ( 
1 1 2 1 µ < 4(- - - ( - - -) - (- + A)) - p 2 p 2 4 
1 
( 
1 1 
)2 2/( 
1 1 2 A � - - + - - - - µ 4(-- -) ). 4 p . 2 p 2 
1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 µ > O and A� - - + (-- -) - µ  /(4(- - -) )  
. 4 p 2 p 2 
the equation (1 1.1) has no non-trivial Lp[ l ,  oo) solutions. 
To finish this section we will show equations 
-y''(z) + q(z)y(z) = iµy(z), a� z < oo, (1 1.3) 
with q(z) real valued and µ a non-zero real number, can be constructed so that no non-trivial 
L2[a, oo) solutions that are bounded in absolute value exist. Furthermore, for a given p > 2 ,  
the equation (1 1 .3) can be chosen so that no non-trivial Lp[a, oo) solutions exist. We begin by 
transforming equation (1 1 .3) into polar form. For a solution y(z) of equation (1 1.3) let 
so that 
y'(x) = (r'(z) + ir(z)9'(z))e"(r) 
and 
y"(z) = (r"(z) - r(z)(8'(z))2 + i(2r'(z)8'(z) + r(z)8"(z)))ei•(.r). 
Substitute the expressions for y and y" into -y'' + qy = iµy to get 
(-r" + r(8')2 - i(2r'8' + rfJ") + qr)ei' = iµrei' .  (1 1 .4) 
Equate real and imaginary parts to obtain 
-r" + r(8')2 + qr =  0 and 2r'8' + r8'' + µr = 0. (11 .5) 
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Under the assumption r is positive valued and twice continuously differentiable the dependence 
of 0' on r can be determined by rewritting 
2r'O' + rO" + µr = 0 
as 
(9'(x))' + 2(r'(x)/r(x))9'(x) + µ = 0 
and -solving for 9'(x) . The general solution of 
is given by 
v'(x) + b(x)v(x) + c(x) = 0, a � z < oo, 
v(x) = ,- I: •C• l"' (v(a) - 1
z 
c(s)ef: •C•)d•ds) . 
Use formula (11.7) to solve equation (11.6) to obtain 
9'(x) = (r(xW 2((r(a))2 9' (a) - µ [ (r(s))2 ds) 
and 
9(x) = 9(a) + [ 11'(s)ds. 
Now, it can be seen that 
y(x) = r(x)eil(.r) 
solves the initial value problem 
-y"(x)+ q(x)y(x) = iµy(:z) ,  
with 
q(x) = r"(x)/r(x) - (0'(x))2 , 
subject to 
y(a) = r(a)eil(a) and y'(a) = (r'(a) + ir(a)9' (a))e"(a) .  
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(11.6) 
(11.7) 
(11.8) 
The idea at this point is to construct r( x) in a way so that 
1"" (r(s))2 ds < oo, l r(x) I  is unbounded on a �  x < oo, 
t 
lim 1 (r(s))Pds = oo, and q(x) = r"(x)/r(x) - (9'(x))2 t-oo 0 
satisfies int�rval criteria to be in the limit-point L2 (a , oo) condition. The function defined by 
is used to make the construction of r( x) . 
g(t) has the properties: g(t) is positive on O < t < 3; g(t) , g'(t) , and g"(t) are continuous 
on O :$ t :$ 3 ; g( !) = 33 /24 , g(O) = g'(O) = g"(O) = 0, and g(3) = g'(3) = g"(3) = 0. Also, 
J:(g(t))2 dt = 2 Ji (g(t))2dt = 2 Ji (4t6 - 4t7 + t8)dt = ( J )7 {i14 ) • 
Similarly, for p > 2, we can conclude using the theory of calculus that 
[<u(t))'dt 
is a positive real number. Set 
and 
We have that 
In addition , 
{ 
ng(3(n)P+1 t - 3(n)P+2) ,  n :$ t :$ n + (n)-(p+l ) 
9n (t) = 
0, otherwise 
h(t) = L Yn (t) .  
n = l  
1 1 3 
h(n + (-) (n)-(P+l )) = 9n (n + ( -)(n)-(P+l )) = ng( - )  = n(33 /24) .  2 2 2 
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and 
Since 
and 
we have that 
1
00 oo 
1
n+(n)-(P+
1) 
(h(s))Pds = L nP (gn (s))Pds 
1 n=l n 
= f: nP(l/(3(nf,+-1 )) [(g(s)f ds 
n=l 0 
= < ¼) ([(g(s)f ds) j }- 1 . 
00 L n1 -, converges 
n=l 
00 L n-1 diverges 
n=l 
/.
00 
(h(s))2ds < oo and lim J.' (h(s))' ds = oo. 
a t-oo a 
Note the integral comparison 
to get 
and for t � 1 
nl -p < 1
n 
81 -Pds 
n- 1 
00 1.00 L n1 -P < s1-P ds = ( 1/(p - 2))k2-P .  
n=k+l k 
loo (h(s + 2))2ds � l,00 (h(s + 2))2ds 
t . [t] 
= l,00 (h(s))2ds 
[t]+2 
< <¼) ([ (g(s))2ds) ( 1/(p - 2))([t) + 1 )2-P 
� <¼>  (f (g(s))2ds) ( 1/(p - 2))t2-P . 
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( [t] means the greatest integer less than or equal to t . )  Put 
r(x) = h(x + 2) + z( l -p)/2 , 1 � z < oo, 
and determine 0( x) by 
where 
Write · 
Now , 
and 
It follows· 
8(1) and O' (z) = (r(zW2 (11'(1) -'- µ [ (r(s))2 ds) 
11'(1)  = µ [ (r(s))2ds. 
O' (z) = µ(r(z))-2 [" (r(s))
2ds. 
['" (r(s))2ds = L"' ((h(s + 2))2 + 2(h(s + 2)).<1 -P)/2 + .<1-,l)ds, 
1"" (h(s + 2))2ds :5 ( ½) ([ (g(s))2ds) ( 1/(p - 2)),:2-P , 
1"" .< 1-Plds = ( 1/(p - 2))z2-, , 
1"" (h(s + 2)).<1-P)l2ds $ (1"" (h(s + 2))2ds) ½ (1"" .< 1-,lds) ½ . 
1"" (r(s))2 ds $ (1 + (( ½> (l (g(s))2ds) ) ½ )2 (1/(p - 2))z2-P . 
In particular we have that 
O' (z) :5 µ( l + «½) (l(g(s))2ds) ) ½ )2( 1/(p - 2))(r(z))-2,:2-, . 
On the intervals Im = [m + ½ , m + 1] , m = 1 ,  2, . . .  , 
h(x + 2) = 0 
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so that 
In which case 
and 
Hence we have 
More specifically 
for some positive constant k ,  for 
r(x) = x(l -p)/2• 
r"(x)/r(x) = ((p2 - 1)/4)z-2• 
-q(x) :5 1:z
2 
x E Im , m = 1, 2, . . . . 
Thus the equation (11.3) satisfies the interval criteria of Example 15). It has been established 
that this equation 
with 
and 
-y''(x) + q(x)y(x) = iµy(x), 1 :5 z < oo, 
q(x) = r"(z)/r(x) - (8'(z))
2 , r(x) = h(x + 2) + z<t-p)/2, 
O'(x) = µ(r(x»-2 100 (r(s))2ds , 
(11.9) 
has no non-trivial L2[1, oo) solution that is bounded in absolute value as x --+ oo. We continue 
on to show that equation (11.9) has no non-trivial Lp [l, oo) solution. The solution given by 
y(x) = r(x)eil(z) is not Lp since 
([ (h(s + 2))"d• f $ ([ (r(s))"dsf + ([ ,«t-p)/2),ds f 
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and 
h(s + 2) is not L, [l, oo) with J.00 a<< •-•>l2>•ds < oo. 
The proof is completed by contradicting the assumption a Lp [ l , oo) solution z(z) of equation 
(1 1.9), that is independent of y(z), exists. This is done as follows. Assuming such a solution 
z( x) exists we could say 
y(z)z' (z) - y' (z)z(z) = c, 
where c is a non-zero constant. In addition, we could apply L�mma 25 with w(z) = 1 and W(z) 
defined in the following way. 
and 
Now 
{ 
(1/(m + l))(z - (m + ½) ) ,  
Wm (x) = (1/(m + l ))(m + 1 - z) ,  
0 ,  
W(x) = L Wm(x) .  
m=l 
m + ½ 5 z 5 m + ¾ 
m + j 5 z 5 m + l  
otherwise 
1 Wm (x) 5 (4 )(1/(m + 1 )), 
for z E Im = [ m + ½, m + 1], m = 1, 2, . . .  , and so 
In particular the conclusion of Lemma 25 would hold with W(z) 5 (¼)z-1 . That is 
Since 
we only consider 
1 /oo 
W(x) 5 (4 )x-
1 and Ji 
(W(z))" lz'(x) IPdz < oo. 
1 W(x) = 0 when z E [m, m +  l]\Jm = [m, m +  2] ,  
W(x)(y(x)z'(x) - y'(x)z(z)) = cW(x) 
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when x E Im , for some m. When x E Im , 
r(x) = x<1 -p)/2, r'(x) = (( 1 - p)/2)x-'( l+p)/2, and 8'(x) $ Mx 
for a constant M > 0. This gives 
for 
Also, 
Thus 
W(x)ly'(x)I = W(x)lr'(x) + ir·(x)B'(x)I 
$ <¼)x-
1 ( 1 (1 - p)/2lx-(l+p)/2 + z(l-p)/2(Mx)) 
< M z( l-p)/2 - 1 ' 
1 
M1 = (4)(1 ( 1 - p)/21 + M). 
W(x )ly(x )z'(x ) I = x<l -p)/2W(x ) lz'(x ) I .  
If W(:z:)(y(:z:)z'(:z:) - y'(:z:)z(:z:))d:r l  s If W(:z:)ly(:z:)z'(:z:)ld:z: I  
+ If W(:z:)lr/(:z:) l l z(:z:) ld:z: I  
$ f.00 :z:<1 -P>l2W(:z:)lz'(:z:) ld:z: 
+ M, !."" .,(1 -p)/2 1z(z ) ld:z:. 
Applying Holders inequality with exponents p/(p - 1) and p to the last two integrals gives us 
and 
100 (100 ) (p- 1 )/p (1.00 ) ¼ 
1 
z( l -p)f2W(x)lz'(x) ldx $ 
1 
x-idx 
1 
(W(x))P lz'(x)IPdx < oo . 
loo (loo ) (p-1 )/p (loo ) ¼ li z( l-p)/2 fz(x) ldx $ 1 x- fdx 1 l z(x) jPdx < oo. 
The integral 
loo oo 1
m+l oo l 
li 
W(x)dx = L Wm(x)dz = L( 16 (1/(m + 1)) diverges. l m=l m+ ½ m=l 
The contradiction is obtained by considering 
1
00 
W(x)(y(x)z'(x) - y'(x)z(x))dx = 1
00 
cW(x)dx. 
11 . 11 
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